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Abstract
Content syndication has become a popular means for timely delivery of frequently undated information on the Web. It essentially enhances traditional pull-oriented searching and browsing
of web pages with push-oriented protocols in which information publishers deliver brief summaries of the content they publish on the Web, called news items, while information consumers
subscribe to a number of feeds seen as information channels and get informed about the addition
of recent items. Today, web syndication technologies such as RSS or Atom are used in a wide variety of applications spreading from large-scale news broadcasting to medium-scale information
sharing in scientific and professional communities. However, they exhibit serious limitations for
coping with information overload in Web 2.0 since they imply a tight coupling between feed producers with consumers while they do not facilitate users in finding news items with interesting
content. In this work, we are proposing an extension of existing web syndication systems with
content-based filtering and tracking facilities. In this way, users can express their information
interests as keyword-based queries (rather than subscribing a priori to an entire channel) which
will be matched at real time against the streams of news items originating from different feeds.
To efficiently check whether all keywords of a subscription also appear in an incoming news
item (i.e., board match semantics) we need to index the subscriptions. Two are the main indexing schemes proposed in the literature, namely, Count-based (explicitly counting the number
of contained keywords) and Tree-based (implicitly counting the number of contained keyword).
Unfortunately, the majority of data structures employed in these indexes concern structured
subscriptions under the form of sets of attribute-value pairs. In our work, we are interested in
indexing unstructured subscriptions formed by sets of keywords according to both Count and
Tree-based schemes and study their behavior for critical parameters of realistic web syndication
workloads. More precisely, we rely on an ordering of vocabulary terms to build a Trie (for
tree-based index) that exploits the covering relationships between subscriptions compared to the
flat search space implied by an Inverted File (for count-based index). Then, we experimentally
investigate (a) how the morphology of the two indexes is affected by different workload parameters, i.e. the vocabulary distribution, the size of the vocabulary, and the size of the subscriptions
and b) how the Trie and Inverted File morphology impacts the scalability and performance of
the two indices for realistic characteristics of subscriptions and news items.
The main conclusions drawn from our study are the following. Trie depth is bounded by the
size of the indexed subscriptions (in realistic settings is small from 2 up to 6 terms), while its
width by the size of the vocabulary of indexed terms (in realistic settings is very large up to
1,500,000 terms). To cope with large vocabulary sizes exhibited in reality we have considered
path compression on Trie nodes featuring a unique child. The total number of Trie nodes as
well as their morphology is affected by the vocabulary terms’ distribution (usually power laws).
When the actual terms’ frequency in subscriptions follows the initial Trie ordering, subscription factorization will be important resulting to a left deed structured Trie. In the opposite,
factorization becomes less important resulting to a right shallow Trie where path compression
is now more intense. In particular, when the reverse ordering is followed a great number of
subscriptions will be stored at the sub-Tries of the low ranked terms (i.e., the most frequent
ones) and thus the pruning of the search space during matching will be significant. Besides Trie

morphology, matching time is also affected by the size of the incoming news items (in realistic
settings lies between 5 and 50 terms). In this context, Trie outperforms in matching time from
1 up to 3 orders of magnitude the Inverted File-based index at the expanse of double memory requirements while the Trie throughput rate when indexing with 10,000,000 subscriptions
achieves ≈ 500 items/sec (vs ≈ 34 news items/sec for Inverted File).
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Web Syndication Systems

With the continuous growth of online information, content syndication has become a popular
means for timely information delivery on the Web. It essentially enhances traditional pulloriented searching and browsing of web pages with push-oriented publishing formats and subscription protocols of web content. Web syndication initially was aiming to exchange on a dayto-day basis concise summaries of the information published on the Web such as news headlines,
search results, ’What’s New’, job vacancies, and so forth. Today, web syndication technologies
such as RSS1 or Atom2 are widely used in a variety of applications ranging from large-scale news
or social media (blog, wiki, etc.) broadcasting to medium-scale information sharing in scientific3 and professional4 communities. Note also that web syndication technologies have recently
attracted interest in the context of the mobile web as a streaming protocol for mobile clients.
In the context of RSS/Atom, information publishers deliver brief summaries of the content they publish on the Web, called news items, while information consumers using adequate
RSS/Atom software subscribe to a number of feeds seen as information channels and get informed about the addition of recent items. Each item consists of a title, a description, and a
link pointing back to the actual source of information, such as a news or a blog site. Additional
metadata regarding the published information also exist such as the author’s name, the publishing date, the written language, etc. In essence, an RSS feed is an URL that returns an XML
document in an accepted RSS format, possibly with informal additions. Atom is an effort of
IETF to come up with a well-documented, standard syndication format. Although RSS preceded ATOM, the former still achieves wide acceptance, despite the fact that the latter is the
only one of the two that has an active working group supporting it and has been adopted by
major companies involved in the area of web data management such as Google (GData)5 . Since
both standards provide the same basic functionally, the term ’RSS’ is commonly used to also
refer to Atom syndication.
Every time new information content becomes published, a new item is appended to the
specific XML file, encoding an RSS feed. An example of an RSS feed document is illustrated in
Figure 1.1.
Once a feed is available, specific software can regularly fetch the RSS/Atom file to get the
1

web.resource.org/rss/1.0/
tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5023
3
For instance, biologynews.net/rss.php or ubio.org/index.php?pagename=ubioRSS
4
For instance,rss-specifications.com/finance-rss-feeds.htm
5
code.google.com/apis/gdata
2

1

Figure 1.1: Example of RSS version 2.0 XML document
most recent items on the list and presented them in a readable manner to the user. This is the
role of dedicated desktop (or web) applications known as RSS readers or aggregators. The user
specifies the feeds to which he/she wishes to subscribe by specifying their corresponding URLs.
Once subscribed to a feed, the RSS reader is able to check for new items at user-determined
intervals and retrieve the update. Examples of RSS readers are amongst others FeedReader6
and RSSOwl7 . An example of a web based RSS reader is that of GoogleReader8 .
More and more official news sites rely on web syndication technologies to inform potentially
interested users in a timely manner. Usually, news sites define a broad set of information
categories (e.g. economy, jobs, sports, etc.) and establish an RSS channel for each one of them.
Whenever a news item becomes available, the corresponding channel is updated with the RSS
item referring to the specific news article. News consumers are asynchronously informed about
news items, as soon as they are published by their producing source, or broadcasted by news
infomediaries.
In conjunction with their original usage for delivering news over the web originating from
authority sources (e.g., news agencies, newspapers, etc.), web syndication popularity has been
recently increased also due to the high volumes of user generated content, generated in various
social media (blogs, wiki, etc.). As opposed to the traditional news setting, where the roles
of information producers and consumers is clearly separated, these roles are actually blurred
in the setting of citizen journalism in social media. For example, with the use of web blogs
anyone can become a publisher and post content on the web. Another example is social media
such as Facebook9 and Twitter10 . In such web applications, users regularly read from and post
to their community of friends small messages whose content spans from everyday activities a
person might be involved in, to subjective opinions on social matters and politics. Various forms
of social media is actually syndicated and delivered outside the social media applications via
RSS/Atom standards.
In this context, users may be overwhelmed by an important amount of information actually
6

www.feedreader.com
www.rssowl.org
8
www.google.com/reader
9
facebook.com
10
twitter.com
7
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delivered by web syndication systems. This can be a result either of users’ subscription to a large
amount of different channels simultaneously, or to frequently updated channels or even to both.
For instance, to get informed about todays economic crisis a user should subscribe to economy,
politics and business information channels around the world. In order for the user to cope with
the large amount of delivered news items, many RSS readers provide searching functionality that
filter the available news items according to particular user interests. FeedReader11 for example
allows users to assign a set of keywords (terms) to a specific RSS feed. Whenever a new item is
fetched for that specific feed, the application tests if all of the terms specified are also present
in the item, and notifies the user accordingly.
Recently, several mediator services have emerged providing filtering and management functionality over RSS feeds. xFruites12 for example enables users to aggregate and transform RSS
feeds into other content types such as PDF. With the use of FeedRinse13 the user can automatically filter out syndicated content that is not of interest to him/her. Filtering is performed at
a keyword basis on the set of feeds the user specifies. For the more experienced users, Yahoo
Pipes14 offers a graphical mashup development environment that serves as a composition tool
for aggregating, manipulate, and filtering syndicated content.
However, with the usage of RSS readers and management services, a user gets notified only
about items belonging to the channels she/he has already subscribed to. The existence of any
particular RSS channel must therefore be known beforehand. This tight coupling interaction
model gives of course to the end user a full control over what content finally gets delivered to
him/her, at the expanse of a priori knowledge of the information channels that might potentially
be of interest to her/him. Clearly, this is feasible only when the number of channels is limited
to few authority sites of news agencies and newspapers, and not to a myriad channels bounded
to personal blogs and social applications. In the news domain, Google News and Yahoo! News
are currently tracking 4500 and 5000 sources respectively [29]. For blogs, an event detection
system would have to deal with millions of blogs as sources. In reality, however, most users are
only interested in a small subset of news articles and blog posts. For this reason, existing web
syndication technology cannot effectively address the needs for accurate and timely delivery of
information published in social media.

1.1.1

Web News Search Engines

Nowadays few web applications have emerged providing search services for news articles published mainly by authority news sites. Two typical examples are Google News Search15 and
Yahoo News Search16 . These applications periodically crawl news agencies and newspapers’
sites for new articles and append them to the corpus of news items they maintain locally. Users
in turn issue short-living keyword based queries, which get evaluated over the set of stored items.
It should be stressed, that a similar approach also emerged for searching news articles from blogs
and other citizen journalism sites such as Google Blog Search17 .
Web news search engines play essentially the role of infomediaries between producers and
consumers of news items, but unfortunately rely on a traditional pull model for searching and
browsing web content. However, rather than a coarse search on a news source/feed level as
11

www.google.com/reader
www.xfruits.com
13
www.feedrinse.com
14
pipes.yahoo.com
15
news.google.com
16
news.search.yahoo.com
17
blogsearch.google.com
12
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Figure 1.2: Overview of Publish/Subscribe
supported by RSS aggregators and RSS management services, web news search engines operate
upon individual news items. In addition, since they are able to crawl not previously known
news sources, web news search engines provide a transparent access to news items regardless of
whether the users are aware or not of their origin. The major shortcoming of web search engines
is related to intellectual property rights that have to be respected in face of different information
producers in order to host locally the news items. Furthermore, users have to periodically reissue their interests under the form of short- living queries every time they want to be informed
about recent news items. This may also incur delays in information dissemination when news
items are published in a bursty rate (e.g. during environmental or social crises).
A more attractive solution is proposed by publish subscribe systems handling long-lasting
user subscriptions against which the incoming news items are matched in a streaming mode.

1.1.2

The Publish/Subscribe Interaction Paradigm

A system employing the Publish/Subscribe paradigm consists of publishers, subscribers and
a notification service. Publishers generate content in the form of events (e.g. an incoming
news item). Subscribers specify their interest in specific events under the form of subscriptions.
The notification service serves as an intermediate and is responsible for delivering published
events to the appropriate subscribers whose subscriptions are satisfied. Subscribers typically
receive only a subset of the total events published. The process of selecting the correct subset
of subscriptions each event satisfies, is referred to as event matching. The component of the
notification service responsible for performing the matching of events is called event processing
engine. At the ’heart’ of this engine there exists one or more index structures responsible for
storing subscriptions against which the incoming events will be matched.
As we can see in Figure 1.2 one of the main benefits of the Publish/Subscribe messaging
paradigm is that it provides decoupling between information providers (publishers) and information consumers (subscribers). Information generation and information consumption are performed independent to each other. This decoupling holds in both space and time. Subscribers
are not aware of the existence of publishers and vice versa. In addition, both parties do not
have to be active at the same time for event delivery to occur. Publishers can generate content
when subscribers are disconnected. In a similar manner, subscribers can be notified about events
satisfying their interests when publishers are disconnected.
4

Figure 1.3: Topic-based Publish/Subscribe
The matching semantics adopted by the event processing engine conforms to the subscription
scheme a particular Publish/Subscribe system adopts and may differ in the level of expressiveness
it supports. Depending on the way events are matched a subscription scheme can be either topic
or content based.
Topic-Based Publish Subscribe
Topic based subscription schemes where the first to be proposed in the literature for Publish/Subscribe systems. In such a scheme, every event is assigned to a particular topic (e.g., politics,
economy, business). Topics are pre-defined, and users express their preferences by selecting a
subset of the topics that are of interest to them. Every time a particular event is published to
the system, subscribers whose subscriptions contain the topic assigned to the published event
will be notified.
Topics can be organized in a hierarchy of sub-topics. As we can see in Figure 1.3 users
subscribing to a topic will be notified about events matching to the specific topic but also any of
its sub topics in the hierarchy. The system defines two topics namely, ’Politics’ and ’Economy’.
The former is further organized into sub topics ’National’ and ’International’. The subscriber
interested in ’Politics’ will get notified about event1 since ’National’ falls under ’Politics’. Subscriber 2 on the other hand will not be notified. Typical examples of Publish/Subscribe systems
following a topic based subscription scheme amongst others are Corona [36] and Scribe [38].
In a topic based subscription scheme, event matching is rather straightforward. The event
processing engine should maintain a mapping between topics and subscriptions: for every defined topic, the list of corresponding subscriptions would be accessed. Every time a new event
is published to the system, the event processing engine would have to retrieve the subset of
subscriptions corresponding to the topic the particular event is assigned to, and notify each
corresponding subscriber about the event. Existing RSS/Atom technologies are essentially a
simplified version of the topic based subscription scheme where each channel information provides information about a topic or a set of topics.
Content-Based Publish Subscribe
This type of Publish/Subscribe systems use a subscription scheme based on the content of
the published events. Depending on the underlying data model used to represent the content
5

(structured or unstructured) of events, such Publish/Subscribe can be further specified as either
attribute or term based.
In the attribute based scheme all events conform to a global event schema (like a universal relation) which specifies the number and type of allowed attributes. Each subscription is expressed
as a boolean query over the global event schema. More specifically, subscriptions consists of one
or more atomic predicates of the form Attr θ V al, where θ denotes the operator (i.e. =, <, >),
upon which comparisons are performed. An event is said to match a subscription if and only if
for every attribute binding of the subscription the corresponding predicate is satisfied [4].
To better demonstrate how the attribute based subscription scheme applies consider the
example of Figure 1.4 with a Publish/Subscribe system for disseminating stock quotes. Whenever a stock quote gets updated an event is published to the system consisting of the following two attributes: the name of the quote and its current value. Let S1 = {name =0
N W K 0 AN D value > 55} and S2 = {name =0 RBS 0 AN D value > 20} be two subscriptions submitted to the system. Further suppose that a stock update initiated the following
event e = {name =0 RBS 0 , value = 60}. Matching event e against the set of subscription S1 ,
and S2 would result to S2 being notified since event e satisfies both predicates of S2 (but not
subscription S1 ).

Figure 1.4: Content-based Publish/Subscribe
The term based subscription scheme in turn is more appropriate when the content of published events is unstructured usually taking the form of textual documents. Subscribers in this
schema express their interest to particular events via a keyword (term) based subscription language. More than one terms can be logically combined to form boolean subscriptions. Matching
semantics depend on the logical operators the subscription language supports (i.e. conjunction,
negation, disjunction, etc). For example, under conjunctive semantics, a subscription will match
an event if and only if all of its terms also appear in a specific event. Consider for instance, a
subscription containing the terms ’greece’ and ’crisis’. Then, only events whose content contains
both of the terms ’greece’ and ’crisis’ will satisfy the subscription and will be finally distributed
to the respective subscriber.
It is obvious that content-based is more expressive than topic-based Publish/Subscribe systems as subscriptions can be considered as complex topics specified on demand: each different
combination of predicates can be seen as single dynamic topic. This enhanced expressiveness
however, introduces a greater complexity with regard to event processing. From an algorithmic viewpoint, the problem of matching is as hard as the partial match problem [24]. Hence,
efficient and scalable index structures and algorithms that exploit specific target application
domain characteristics should be devised to address the matching problem. Depending on how
matching is applied two major approaches exist, namely the count and tree approach.
6

A count based approach maintains a counter for each subscription. The purpose of a counter
assigned to a subscription Si is to facilitate matching by recording the number of predicates
satisfied by a current event. Given an event, the algorithm iterates over each of the attributes
of the event. For each such attribute, it finds the set of subscriptions whose corresponding
elementary predicate is satisfied by the attribute value of the event and increments the counter
for these subscriptions by one. Having tested all of the attributes of event e, the algorithm returns
all the set of subscriptions whose corresponding counter is equal to the number of predicates
they contain.
In a tree based approach subscriptions are organized into a rooted search tree. In this
matching tree, each node corresponds to a test on some of the attributes and edges are results
of such tests. Each node found within a lower level is a refinement of the tests performed in
higher levels. Subscriptions are stored at leaves. When evaluating against an event, a top down
traversal of the matching tree built over the predicates of the subscriptions is performed. At
each node, the test prescribed by the node is executed and the edges consistent to the result are
followed (more than one edges might be followed). This is repeated until the leaves of the tree
are reached. The set of subscriptions that correspond to the leaves upon which the algorithm
has concluded are reported as matched [4].
The advantages of the content based subscription scheme has lead to the realization of a vast
number of Publish/Subscribe systems within the scientific and industrial community. Examples
of such systems that employ an attribute based model for events are amongst others SIENA [12],
Gryphon [4] and Le Subscribe [33]. An example of a term based Publish/Subscribe system used
for the selective dissemination of text documents is that of SIFT [46]. Another example is that
of COBRA, a system that crawls, filters, and aggregates vast numbers of RSS feeds, delivering to
each user a personalized feed based on their interests expressed as term based subscriptions [37].
Finally, YFilter [16] considers the massivelly adopted semi-structured model of XML for events,
and aims in providing on-the-fly matching of XML encoded content to larger numbers of query
specifications.

1.1.3

Quantifying Performance Targets of Web Syndication Systems

According to a recent experimental evaluation of the characteristics of 8,135 news feeds over
an 8 month period [21], RSS/Atom items combine information from both authoritative (e.g.
news agencies and journals) and social sources (e.g., blogs or micro blogs), provide only a short
overview of the available web content (smaller than advertisement bids and social posts or
comments), they are by no mean interlinked (e.g., as Web page hyperlinks or post replies) while
the globally observed feeds activity is significantly inferior to the activity observed inside social
media applications involving a much large number of users. More precisely, the main conclusions
drawn from this experimental evaluation are:
1. 3.6% (which accounts for 292 news feeds of the total number of harvested RSS/Atom feeds
had an hourly update (>1 item per hour published) while the corresponding feeds account
for the 73.07% of the items published during the period of study. In addition, feeds with
a low publication rate exhibit more frequently bursts with an important strength. No
major variation in the behaviour of the feeds activity has been observed during the 8
month period of the study. Furthermore, authors haven’t observed any strong correlation
between feeds subject and their activity.
2. RSS/Atom items are intrinsically semi-structured. The most popular tags are the textual
title (with an average length of 6.81 terms) and description (with an average length of 45.56
7

terms). Thus the average length of items is 52.37 terms clearly greater than web queries
(2-3 terms [39, 47]), advertisement bids (4-5 terms [26]) or micro-blogs (≈ 10 terms), but
certainly smaller than blog posts (200-250 terms) or Web pages (450-500 terms excluding
tags [28]).
3. The size of the vocabulary employed in RSS items is extremely big. Authors in [21]
report a total number of 1,537,730 terms employed by the English feeds of their testbed.
For the 5000 most popular terms, 91% correspond to English words (i.e. terms belonging
to WordNet18 dictionary ). This ratio decreases linearly to reach less than 50% after rank
20000. However, the weekly vocabulary does not exceed 176,600 terms (of which 85,600 are
English terms) with 81,600 (of which 31,400 are English terms) of them being already used
in the previous day. Finally, named entities and typos are much numerous than common
English terms: a sample of terms with a unique frequency gave 60% of typos among the
terms non appearing in WordNet.
However, to the best of our knowledge, no research has been conducted on the characterization of the statistical properties of term-based subscriptions. This is related to the fact that
term-based web syndication is still in its infancy and not many commercial systems supporting
such a subscription scheme exist. One such example, is Google Alerts19 , however information
regarding user subscriptions is considered proprietary and it is not available for statistical analysis. In the rest of our work we will project to term-based subscriptions the experimental finding
concerning related web technologies such as Web pages and queries [14, 39, 47, 7, 43, 28], textual
advertisements and sponsored search [23, 2, 18, 26]. With regard to the anticipated subscription size, we expect that on average the number of terms a subscription would contain will fall
between the range of web queries (2-3 terms [39, 47]) and advertisement bids (4-5 terms [26]).
Given the nature of news/blogs, many of the keywords employed by users in queries are eventrelated [30, 40] .Hence, we expect that the vocabulary size of subscriptions to be comparable to
the vocabulary of news items and follow the same term frequency distributions. In addition, we
anticipate, that term burstyness in subscriptions follow the burstyness of terms in items (users
are interested in news items concerning major events as long as they are published).

1.2

Problem Statement & Contributions

As we have seen, RSS or Atom syndication technologies exhibit serious limitations for coping
with information overload in the context of Web 2.0 while they imply a tight coupling between
feed producers with consumers. In this thesis we are interested in supporting the functionality
of news search engines according to a push model. A naive solution to this end is to handle user
queries as long lasting keyword based profiles and evaluate them every time the corpus of indexed
news items was updated. It becomes evident, that the naive approach is neither efficient nor
scalable given the high publishing rate of news items and the large number of profiles that need to
be maintained for real scale web applications. For this reason we advocate a Publish/Subscribe
messaging paradigm which implies to efficiently handle long-lasting user subscriptions against
which the incoming news items are matched in a streaming mode. In particular, we will like
to enable users to express their interests as keyword-based queries (rather than subscribing to
an entire channel) which will be matched at real time against incoming news items (i.e., events
in our setting) from different web feeds. News items are in turn represented as a set of terms
18
19

wordnet.princeton.edu
www.google.com/alerts
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(i.e. keywords) and ignore the semi-structured tags of the involved RSS/Atom XML files (our
choice will be justified latter on in this section). In other terms, we are focusing on term-based
Publish/Subscribe systems for news items published on the web according to the RSS/Atom
standards.
Regardless of the employed subscription scheme, our primary concern is to build an event
processing engine that is both efficient time/space wise and scalable in terms of supported
subscriptions and news items in a centralized setting (distribution aspects are outside the scope of
our thesis). Efficiency refers to the time the notification service needs to match an incoming news
item against the set of stored subscriptions. Ideally, a term-based web syndication system should
be able to handle millions of users’ subscriptions, be able to manage high rates of published
news items and afford a small response time in order to achieve an on the fly event processing
which obviates the need for storing locally the news items.
It is obvious that, in order to ensure good performances of a Publish/Subscribe system independently of the setting employed (distributed/central) to implement the notification service,
it is required to efficiently solve the problem of event matching. Depending on how matching
is decided, for content based Publish/Subscribe systems, two main approaches been proposed
in the literature, namely count-based and tree-based. Towards that end, in this work, we are
interested in indexing unstructured subscriptions formed by sets of keywords according to both
Count and Tree-based schemes and study their behavior for critical parameters of realistic web
syndication workloads.
Contributions
The main contributions of this work are:
• We studied the memory and matching time requirements of both tree and count-based
subscription indices. More precisely, we relied on an ordering of the vocabulary terms to
build a Trie-based index that exploits the covering relationships between subscriptions to
address the scalability concerns when indexing and searching sets of keywords. As opposed
to the flat search space implied by the Inverted File structure of the Count index, the hierarchical search space of the Trie index addresses the following two problems exhibited
by the Count-based alternative: (a) for frequent terms the search space of subscriptions is
extremely large and (b) in order to support broad match semantics (the universal quantifier on the terms of subscriptions) an additional index structure, namely the counter, is
required. In addition we tried to bound the matching and memory requirements of the
Trie index based on the statistical properties of the vocabulary of terms.
• We implemented the Trie and Count based indices and devised sace-wide optimizations for
both. For the Count index the optimization accounts for: (a) the nodes of the postings sets
(compact representation) and (b) count structure (2-level indexing). As an optimization
for the Trie index we considered: (a) five different node types (depending on the number
of subscriptions and children a particular node contains) and (b) path compression (via
compact Trie nodes).
• We conducted a thorough experimental evaluation on both indices, considering all optimizations, with synthetic data generated from statistical properties observed in real
application settings. More specifically, we were interested in investigating (a) how the
morphology of the two indexes is affected by different workload parameters, i.e. the vocabulary distribution, the size of the vocabulary, and the size of the subscriptions and
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(b) how Trie and Count morphology impacts the scalability and performance of the two
indices for realistic characteristics of subscriptions and news items.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work that performs a comparative study on the
behaviour of Count and Tree based indexing schemes for critical parameters of realistic web
syndication workloads exists.

1.3

Thesis Organization

The structure of this thesis is as follows: In Chapter 2 we formally define the matching problem
and present the index structures and algorithms used for matching. We instantiate the discussion
with Section 2.1 where we present a naive approach to matching. We argue the need for indexing
and next, in Section 2.2 present the Count index for which we provide a distribution based
analytical model. We discuss it’s properties and expose it’s basic limitations. In Section 2.3
we propose a Trie based index for storing subscriptions, and provide an upper bound on the
memory and matching requirements based on the Pascal’s Triangle construct.
Chapter 3 presents our prototype Publish/Subscribe system used for evaluating the index
structures. We provide implementation specific details, in a high enough level, to justify several,
essential to performance, design decisions for both the Count and Trie indices. The experimental
findings of the Trie index when compared to the Count index are presented in Chapter 4. Firstly,
in Section 4.1 we investigate the impact of different term distribution cases on the morphology
of both indices, next we show the results from the evaluation of the impact of several related
workload parameters. In Section 4.5 we measure the scalability characteristics of the Trie index
in comparison to the Count index.
Chapter 5 gives the related work in the more general area of event notification systems.
Finally, in Chapter 6 we present our main conclusions and some ideas for future work.
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Chapter 2

Subscription Indexes
Nowadays a great amount of news content ranging from journal papers and articles to personal
blogs until microblogs in social media is being syndicated on the web. Hence, there exists a
demand for services that provide search capabilities for news information. Two typical examples
are Google News Search 1 and Yahoo News Search2 . These services periodically crawl for news
and enrich their corpus with published content. These search services are essentially retrospective
in nature as users issue short living queries which get evaluated only once over already existing
content[22]. As web search engines, news queries are keyword based and adopt conjunctive
semantics. Assume a query qi and let I denote the news corpus indexed by such a retrospective
search system. Evaluating qi over I results to IMAT CHED = {Ik : ∀tj ∈ qi → tj ∈ Ik }. That
is to say that a particular news item Ik is considered as an answer when evaluating qi if and
only if every term (keyword) of qi is also contained within Ik . Consider for example the queries
q1 =0 greece0 ∧0 crisis0 and q2 =0 greece0 ∧0 crisis0 ∧0 IM F 0 and a news item corpus I of only
one news item I1 =0 greece0 ∧0 crisis0 ∧0 def icit0 . Evaluating qi over I would return news item I1
because both of the terms ’greece’ and ’crisis’ of q1 are also present in I1 . However, news item
I1 would not be in the answer set of q2 since the term ’IMF’ does not belong to I1 .
In the publish/subscribe paradigm for web syndication, users submit long lasting subscriptions instead of queries. Whenever a news item is published, it gets evaluated against the set of
indexed subscriptions and for every matching the corresponding subscriber is notified. Hence,
they are prospective in nature since a user submitted subscription will be matched to news items
encountered in the future. We assume a keyword base subscription scheme with similar conjunctive semantics to web news search engines. A match occurs if and only if all of the terms
(keywords) of a particular subscription Si are also be present in a news item Ik . For example,
assume the subscriptions S1 =0 greece0 ∧0 crisis0 and S2 =0 greece0 ∧0 crisis0 ∧0 IM F 0 and suppose
we want to match the news item Ik =0 greece0 ∧0 crisis0 ∧0 def icit0 against both S1 and S2 . Since
all of the terms of S1 are also contained within Ik , S1 will be reported as matched. Subscription
S2 however, will not be contained in the answer set of Ik , since the term ’IMF’ is present within
S2 but not in Ik .
Within the context of web news search engines, it is the user queries that get evaluated over a
maintained news corpus. When the publish/subscribe paradigm is applied however, then it is the
arriving news items that are evaluated against the stored subscriptions. Clearly, the containment
relations with regard to what is being evaluated in each case have been inversed. As we can see
in Figure 2.1, within the context of publish/subscribe the roles of queries (subscriptions) and
1
2

news.google.com
news.search.yahoo.com
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documents(news items) has been inversed.

Figure 2.1: Prospective versus Retrospective search

Notation
Consider a vocabulary of terms, VS = {t1 , t2 , ..., tn }. In the following we will denote the set of
subscriptions submitted to the system as S = {S1 , S2 , ...Sk } and will refer to the total number
of subscriptions maintained as |S|. Each subscription Si ∈ S that corresponds to a set of terms
denoted as Si = {t1 , t2 , ..., tn } is defined as Si ⊆ VS . The size of Si denoted as |Si | corrsponds to
the number of terms it contains. Publishers publish content to the system in the form of news
items which are also composed of terms. We will use I = [I1 , I2 , ...In ] to denote the stream of
published news items. For every item Ij ∈ I it holds that Ij ⊆ VS . The size of Ik such that
Ik = {t1 , t2 , ...tm }, corresponds to the number of terms of Ik and is denoted as |Ik |.
Definition 1 (Covering Property). An item Ik is said to fully cover a subscription Si (Ik  Si )
if and only if ∀tj ∈ Si → tj ∈ Ik .
Definition 2 (Matching Semantics - Broad match). We say that a subscription Si matches an
item Ik if and only if Ik  Si .
Lemma 1. Given a subscription Si and an item Ik then Ik  Si → |Ik ∩ Si | = |Si |.
Problem
Given an item Ik , we want to find the set of subscriptions SM ⊆ S for which a match occurs
(w.r.t. Definition 2).
Example 2.1
To better illustrate how matching is applied, suppose the motivating example presented in Table
2.1. Matching item I1 = {t12 , t1 } against the set of subscriptions, will result to the set of matched
subscriptions SM = {S4 }. Subscription S4 , is in the resulting answer because both terms t1 and
t12 are also contained within item I2 ; it holds that S4 ⊂ I1 . To demonstrate the differences from
retrospective search queries consider example I2 = {t24 }. Apparently, for I2 it holds that I2 ⊂ S2 .
However, the query answer would be SM = {} since according to Definition 2, it has to hold that
I2 ⊇ S2 and not vice versa. It is clear that the opposite containment relations with regard to what
is being queried in each case need to hold.
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Table 2.1: Example of a set of keyword based subscriptions
Subscription
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6

Terms
(t1 ∧ t2 ∧ t4 )
(t1 ∧ t24 )
(t1 ∧ t2 ∧ t3 )
(t1 ∧ t12 )
(t2 ∧ t4 )
(t2 ∧ t3 ∧ t13 )

Despite the fact that we only consider conjunctive (AND) semantics, other operators under
the boolean model such as negation (NOT) and disjunction (OR) can also be applied, by pre
converting such complex subscriptions to their equivalent DNF form and treating each atomic
conjunctive formula as a normal subscription.

2.1

Naive - Brute Force Method

Assume that no index is built over the set of subscriptions. The simplest and most straightforward way to match a news item Ik against a set of subscriptions S is to iterate over S and
for each term tj contained within a subscription Si ∈ S check if that particular term tj is also
present in the item Ik . As soon as we encounter a term tj of a subscription Si that is not also
contained within the item under test, we proceed to the next subscription Si+1 . If all terms ti
of Si are present in Ik , we report a match. This naive approach is illustrated in Algorithm 1
and will here after be referred to as the brute-force method.
Algorithm 1: BF M AT CH(Ik , S)
Require: An item Ik for which |Ik | ≥ 0.
Require: The set of submitted subscriptions S.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

SM AT CHED ← {}
for all subscriptions Si ∈ S do
no match ← f alse
for all terms tj ∈ Si do
if tj ∈
/ |Ik | then
no match ← true;
break;
end if
end for
if no match = f alse then
SM AT CHED ← SM AT CHED ∪ {Si }
end if
end for
return SM AT CHED

The brute force method does not require any additional space other than the subscriptions
themselves. The space requirements are O(|S| ∗ |Si |AV G ). Because set membership between each
term tj of every subscription Si and the item (line 5 of Algorithm 1) is performed several times
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(critical inner loop), methods for efficiently testing set membership need to be employed. One
way to efficiently perform such a test is to build a hash table for the incoming item in order to
quickly determine if a particular term is present within that specific item or not. The lookup of
a term in the item using a hash table can be done in O(1). Therefore, the time complexity is
equal to O(|S| ∗ |Si |AV G ).
Even if testing for set membership is performed in a timely manner, the number of such tests
that need to be performed when the brute-force method is considered is still large. Recall from
the previous chapter that we anticipate |S| ≈ 106 and |Si | ≈ 3. Such figures, render the brute
force method inappropriate given the high publishing rate of news items. Obviously there exists
a dependency in |S| which is undesirable.
One way for improving matching performance when employing the brute-force method is by
exploiting statistical information (if any) regarding the probability of a term’s presence(absence)
within a subscription. If the vocabulary VS of subscription terms provides information about
the frequency of a particular term then, by ranking the terms according to that frequency and
storing them in reverse frequency rank order would result to better matching performance [45].
The idea is to exploit the conjunctive semantics as applied to matching (see Definition 2). Recall,
that the brute-force method stops testing a particular subscription Si as soon as it encounters
a term tj of Si that is not also contained in the item Ik being evaluated. Hence, by ordering
the terms of a subscription from the least frequent to the most frequent would ensure a faster
matching since non matching subscriptions will be discarded as early as possible (only few terms
per subscription need to be tested in order to decide a match). Consider example 2.2 bellow.
Example 2.2
Consider the set of subscriptions of our motivating example in Table 2.1 and assume that the term
subscripts denote their corresponding frequency ranks; we consider t1 to be more frequent than t2
which in turn is more frequent that term t3 and so on. Suppose now that we want to find subscriptions matching item I1 = {t1 , t2 , t3 }. The brute force method starts by testing the first subscription,
S1 . The least frequent term which is t4 is first considered. Since t4 is not present within I1 the
algorithm proceeds to the next subscription,S2 . The algorithm next processes term t24 ∈ S2 , verifies
that it is not also within I1 and continuous to subscription S3 . This procedure is repeated for all
stored subscriptions Si . The total number of set membership tests for item I1 in the improved brute
force method is equal to 8 as opposed to the naive case where 10 tests would need to be performed.
Observe that this frequency based improvement does not apply for subscription S3 (which is reported
as matched) where all three terms need to be examined.
The achieved performance gain for the optimized approach depends on the number of frequent and infrequent terms the subscriptions contain. If subscriptions contain at least one
infrequent term but many frequent terms then frequency based term matching would result to
a significant gain. It must be stressed here though, that this simple optimization will not result
to any gain for subscriptions belonging to the resulting set of matched subscriptions, since by
definition all of their containing terms will be tested for set membership against Ik .

2.2

Count based Subscription Index

The brute-force algorithm needs to examine all of the subscriptions before returning the set of
matched subscriptions. Considering the fact that within our setting we need to be able to handle
millions of subscriptions it is obvious that such a simple solution does not scale. Any efficient
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Figure 2.2: Count based index built over motivating example presented in table 2.1
solution to the matching problem should eliminate potentially non matching subscriptions as
soon as possible. This early subscription pruning can be achieved if make use of the following
observation: according to our matching semantics (see Definition 2), every subscription term
must also be present in the news item under consideration; a subscription containing terms not
belonging to a particular news item can safely be excluded from the resulting set of matched
subscriptions. More formally, we can reject subscriptions that contain any term tk ∈ VS for
which it holds, tk ∈
/ terms(I). The idea is to maintain an inverse mapping from terms to
subscriptions that confines the original search space to subscriptions only containing a term
which is also present within the news item being matched.
In a nutshell, the inverted file data structure can be used to map every term tj ∈ VS to
the set of subscriptions that contain that specific term since it provides fast access methods
to subscriptions containing a specific term. The inverted file structure is composed of two
main parts namely, the vocabulary of terms and the inverted sets(lists) of subscriptions. Each
vocabulary entry stores the term itself ∀tj ∈ VS and a pointer to the inverted set of subscriptions
containing tj . We will use the notation P ostings(tj ) here after to denote the set of subscription
postings assigned to term tj .
Figure 2.2 illustrates the inverted file built over the set of subscriptions of Table 2.1. Consider
for example subscription S6 = {t3 , t13 }. A posting entry labelled with S6 is contained in both
the inverted sets corresponding to each of the subscription terms t3 and t13 . Observe that the
inverted set of postings for term t2 is equal to P ostings(t2 ) = {S1 , S3 , S5 , S6 } and is of size
|P ostings(t2 )| = 4. Apparently, the size of a particular posting list is equal to the frequency of
a term in the total set of subscriptions S. Thus, we anticipate that the structure of the inverted
file to reflect the distribution that the terms of the vocabulary VS obey.
When processing a boolean query against an inverted file structure of documents, we can
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simply get the answer by applying set operations on the inverted sets obtained for each particular
term[6]. For example AND (i.e. conjunctive semantics) operators are processed by intersecting
the inverted sets; OR (disjunctive semantics) operators are processed by unioning(merging) the
obtained inverted sets. However, this technique cannot be used in our context. Despite the fact
that we also assume a conjunctive subscription model, simply intersecting the inverted sets of the
terms does not lead to valid results. To better illustrate this fact, consider the example of Figure
2.2 and suppose we want to match news item I1 = {t1 , t12 , t24 }. The answer set when simply
intersecting the inverted sets of terms of I1 (i.e. P ostings(t1 ) ∩ P ostings(t12 ) ∩ P ostings(t24 ))
would be equal to the empty set {}; no matching subscriptions will be returned. This however
is not valid, since for I1 we should obtain SM AT CHED = {S2 , S4 }.
Instead of intersecting the obtained inverted sets for given terms tj of a news item Ik , we can
alternatively union them. In our motivating example, unioning the inverted sets of terms for
I1 = {t1 , t12 , t24 } would result to the subscription set {S1 , S2 , S3 , S4 }. Once again this is not equal
to the expected SM AT CHED = {S2 , S4 }. However, it holds that the unioned set of subscriptions
is a superset of the actual answer. This superset relation can be explained by the following
observation: every subscription in the unioned set contains at least one term tj such that tj is
also contained within news item I1 . It holds that: ∀Si ∈ SU N ION ED → |Si ∩ I1 | ≥ 1. Along
with the correct subset of subscriptions that will potentially get matched, false positives are also
obtained. These false positives refer to subscriptions that are partially but not fully covered by
news item I1 (Lemma 1). To obtain the correct set of matched subscriptions, further processing
is needed for excluding such false positive subscriptions. To determine if the subscription Si ∈
SU N ION ED is an actual answer one would need to further check if all of its terms tj ∈ Si are also
contained within the news item. This procedure referred to here after as IF Match is presented
in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: IF M AT CH(Ik , IF S )
Require: An news item Ik for which |Ik | ≥ 0.
Require: The inverted file index, IF S built over the set of subscriptions S
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

SU N ION ED ← {}
for all tj ∈ Ik do
Ptj ← obtain P ostings(tj ) from IF S
SU N ION ED ← SU N ION ED ∪ Ptj
end for
SM AT CHED ← BF M AT CH(Ik , SU N ION ED )
return SM AT CHED

The IF Match algorithm is a two step procedure; the first step involves the union operation
where all inverted sets are traversed and their subscriptions are merged (lines 2-5 of Algorithm
2); the second step involves the traversal of all unioned subscriptions from step 1, to exclude
false positives (line 6 of Algorithm 2). The greater the discriminative power the terms of a
news item have, the greater the gain of using the inverted file. If a news item contains terms
that do not appear in many subscriptions (i.e. are discriminative) then obtaining the inverted
sets of terms tj , unioning them, and then performing a brute force matching upon them will
result to an efficiency gain when compared to the naive method. This gain is due to the pruning
of the subscription search space incurred by step 1 IF Match. To better illustrate this, recall
our motivating example of Figure 2.2 and suppose we want to match the set of subscriptions
against news item I2 = {t2 , t4 }. The brute-force method would require to scan through the
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whole set of subscriptions S, where as the IF Match would only need to examine subscriptions
{S1 , S3 , S5 , S6 } corresponding to P ostings(t2 ) ∪ P ostings(t4 ).
Although the IF Match reduces the search space of subscriptions it still requires two passes
over the indexed subscriptions; one pass to determine the unioned subscription set; a second
one to eliminate any possible false positives within the obtained set. Additionally, further
subscription pruning performed on the candidate set produced in step 1 additionally requires,
either supplementary data structures or accessing the subscriptions themselves. An improvement
could be achieved based upon the following observation: when iterating over the inverted sets for
the terms tj of Ik , a particular subscription posting Si could be considered more than one times.
The number of times Si is considered is equal to the common terms Si and Ik share; i.e. |Si ∩Ik |.
Recall that, according to Lemma 1, for a news item Ik to match a subscription Si it has to hold
that |Si ∩ Ik | = |Si |. An extension to the IF Match method referred to as counting method
(count based index) that exploits this observation is presented in the next subsection. The idea
is to additionally maintain a counter per subscription in order to further improve efficiency by
matching in a single pass over the set of subscription postings. Along with the inverted file
structure, this technique also considers a Count 3 structure that facilitates matching. As we can
see in Figure 2.2 the Count(er) maps every subscription to the total number of terms it contains
and is used to keep track of the number of matching terms per subscription in order to verify
satisfiability according to Lemma 1 when evaluating a news item.

2.2.1

Count Based Index - Construction

When adding a subscription Si into the index, an entry labelled Si is added, to the postings list
associated to every term ti of Si . Additionally, an entry is inserted in the Counter map with
the total number of terms, |Si |, subscription Si contains. Algorithm 3 illustrates the procedure.
Algorithm 3: CB ADD(Si )
Require: A subscription Si with for which |Si | ≥ 0.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

cnt ← 0
P ostSet ← {}
for all terms tj in Si do
P ostSet ← get subscription postings set f or term tj
P ostSet ← P ostSet ∪ {Si }
cnt ← cnt + 1
end for
Counter[Si ] ← cnt

Example 2.3
Consider that we want to index subscription S3 = {t1 , t2 , t3 }. Initially, the postings set for term
t1 ∈ S3 is obtained and an entry labelled with S3 is added to it. This is repeated for both other terms
t2 and t3 of subscription S3 . The number of additions equals to the size |S3 | = 3. Additionally,
an entry within the Counter map is inserted for S3 with a value equal to 3 as depict in Figure 2.2.
3

will be referred to simply as Counter
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The set of parameters that affect construction time, memory requirements and matching
time of the subscription indices are summarized in Table 2.2. Parameters have been categorized
into two distinct classes, W(workload) and R(representation), respectively [8]. The first class
of parameters refer to characteristics that are machine independent and describe the workload
under consideration, such as the total number of subscriptions, the vocabulary size, etc. The
latter refer to machine dependant characteristics which capture internal representation and
influence internal subscription storage. This set of parameters as defined in table 2.2 will be
used throughout this thesis.
Table 2.2: Parameters that characterize the workload
Parameter

Description

Category

|S|
|VS |
|Si |AV G
|Ii |AV G

Total Number Of Subscriptions
Vocabulary Size
Expected Subscription Size
Expected news item Size

W
W
W
W

w(c)
w(v)
w(p)

Width of Counter Entry
Width of Vocabulary Entry
Width of Subscription Posting Entry

R
R
R

Construction Time Requirements
Adding a subscription Si requires for every term tj ∈ Si , one vocabulary probe to obtain the
respective inverted set as well as an addition to the corresponding posting set. One counter
update should also be performed. Hence, the total number of operations required to insert a
subscription Si is equal to:
T ime(ADD SU BSCRIP T ION ) = |Si |AV G ∗ T ime(V ocabulary P robe) +
|Si |AV G ∗ T ime(Set Addition) +
T ime(Counter Insertion)

(2.1)

Assuming an inverted set addition, and a Counter update can be performed in O(1) we can
deduce that the time needed to insert a particular subscription Si ∈ |S| into the Count based
index can be performed in O(|Si |AV G ). It is obvious that adding a subscription to the index is
scalable as it not affected by the total number of indexed subscriptions |S|
Memory Requirements
In the following we will present an analysis of the memory usage of the count based subscription
index. Recall that the count based approach is composed of two main structures, the inverted
file and the Counter. The inverted file is further decomposed to the vocabulary which stores the
set of terms found within S and the subscription postings which store the set of subscription
corresponding to particular terms. Therefore, the overall memory required by the index is:
Size(Index) = Size(IF ) + Size(Counter)
= Size(V ocbualry) + Size(P ostings) + Size(Counter)
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(2.2)

Each subscription indexed has a corresponding entry in the counter. Since every entry occupies
w(c) space, the memory required by the Counter is equal to:
Size(Counter) = w(c) ∗ |S|

(2.3)

Let P r(tj ), denote the probability assigned to term tj . P r(tj ) corresponds to the observed
frequency of tj normalized over the size of VS . Hereafter we assume that the probability of
appearance of a term tj ∈ Si is independent of every other term tk ∈ Si . In addition we assume
that all subscriptions have the same size and use the notation |Si |AV G to denote the it. In a
similar manner we assume a constant news item size denoted as |Ik |AV G .
A subscription Si of size |Si | does not contain term tj if and only if the 1st , the 2nd , ... ,
the |Si |th
AV G term of Si is not tj . Hence, the probability that tj appears within a subscription Si
with respect to P r(tj ), is:
P r(tj ∈ Si ) = 1 − P r(tj ∈
/ Si )
= 1 − (1 − P r(tj ))|Si |AV G

(2.4)

Clearly, in order for a term tj to not be present within the vocabulary VS it has to hold
that tj does not appear in any of the subscriptions S1 ,S2 ,...,S|S| of S. Thus, the probalitity
P r(tj ∈ S) is equal to:
P r(tj ∈ S)

=

1 − P r(tj ∈
/ S)

=

1−

|S|
Y
(1 − P r(tj ∈ Si ))
i=0

(2.4)

=

|S|

1 − (1 − (1 − P r(ti ))|Si |AV G )

(2.5)

Having calculated the probability of a particular term tj to be stored within the vocabulary,
the vocabulary size could be defined as the expected number of stored terms, multiplied by the
space occupied by a vocabulary entry(w(v)):

Size(V ocabulary)

=



|VS|
X

P r(tj ∈ S) ∗ w(v)
j=0

(2.5)

=



|VS|
X
|S|

1 − (1 − (1 − P r(tj ))|Si |AV G )  ∗ w(v)

(2.6)

j=0

Given a term tj , a subscription posting is inserted into P ostings(tj ), every time tj is encountered within a subscription Si ∈ S. The size of each inverted set P ostings(tj ) is thus equal
tj
to the number of times tj is found within |S|. Let random variable, Psize
, express the expected
tj
number of subscription postings a particular term tj ∈ VS contains. Psize , follows the binomial
distribution Bin [|S|, P r(tj ∈ Si )].
Assuming
that
the mean of the binomial distribution Bin [x; N, P r] is equal to N ∗ P r, then
h
i
tj
using E Psize to denote the average number of postings for term tj , we can define the total
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space required for storing the set of postings as:


|VS|
h
i
X
tj
Size(P ostings) =  (E Plength
) ∗ w(p)
j=0

=



|VS|
X
 (|S| ∗ P r(tj ∈ Si ) ∗ w(p)
j=0

(2.4)

=



|VS|
X
 (|S| ∗ (1 − (1 − P r(tj ))|Si |AV G ) ∗ w(p)

(2.7)

j=0

The space consumed by the index in total is:
Size(index)

(2.3),(2.6),(2.7)

=

|S| ∗ w(p) +


|VS|
X
|S|

1 − (1 − (1 − P r(tj ))|Si |AV G )  ∗ w(v) +
j=0



|VS|
X
 (|S| ∗ (1 − (1 − P r(tj ))|Si |AV G ) ∗ w(p)

(2.8)

j=0

2.2.2

Count Based Index - Matching

The Count based subscription index uses a copy of the Counter to keep track of the number
of terms currently satisfied per subscription and verify for matched subscriptions. The procedure is illustrated in Algorithm 4 below. Every time a new matching process is launched, the
Counter cpy is initialized as an exact copy of the Counter. When matching a news item Ik
against the set of subscription currently indexed, the Count based approach iterates through
every term tj ∈ Ik and obtaines the corresponding inverted set of postings (line 3). Next, for
each subscription posting Si within the inverted set, a lookup in the Counter cpy is performed,
and the corresponding subscription value is decremented by one (line 5). If the decremented
value of a subscription Si under test is equal to zero, the Si is returned as matched.
Algorithm 4: CB M AT CH(Ik )
Require: An news item, Ik for which |Ik | ≥ 0.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

Counter cpy ← copy of Counter
for all terms tj ∈ Ik do
P ostSet ← P osting(tj )
for all Si in P ostSet do
Counter cpy[Si ] ← Counter cpy[Si ] − 1
if Counter cpy[Si ] = 0 then
notify subscriber Si
end if
end for
end for
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Example 2.4
To better demonstrate how matching is performed consider news item I1 = {t1 , t24 , t12 } evaluated over the set of subscriptions of our motivating example defined in Table 2.1. Initially,
Counter cpy = {S1 : 3, S2 : 2, S3 : 3, S4 : 2, S5 : 2, S6 : 3}. After processing the first term t1 ∈ I1 ,
the Counter cpy will be update to Counter cpy = {S1 : 2, S2 : 1, S3 : 2, S4 : 1, S5 : 2, S6 : 3} since
S1 , S2 , S3 and S4 are all contained in P ostings(t1 ). Processing the second term t24 ∈ I1 would
further update the Counter cpy to {S1 : 2, S2 : 0, S3 : 2, S4 : 1, S5 : 2, S6 : 3} and result to a
reported match for subscription S2 since its corresponding value in the Counter cpy map after decrementing, is equal to zero. In a similar manner, processing the final term t12 ∈ I1 would result to
Counter cpy = {S1 : 2, S2 : 0, S3 : 2, S4 : 0, S5 : 2, S6 : 3} and a reported match for subscription
S4 .
Instead of copying the whole Counter, an alternate approach could consider counting upwards
by copying only the values of subscriptions considered when traversing the postings sets. To
determine the set of matching subscriptions however, this approach would require an additional
pass over the copied values in order to verify equality between the number of times a subscriptions
was considered and the number of tems it contains.
Matching Time Requirements
The time complexity of matching an item Ik against the set of indexed subscriptions S is equal
to the number of times the critical inner loop (line 4-9 of algorithm 4) is executed. This is equal
to the sum of the sizesh of all of
i the inverted sets corresponding to terms tj within item Ik . Using
t

j
as above to express the average expected size of the inverted set
the same notation E Plength
of a particular term tj and assuming that the time needed to perform a counter decrement and
test is equal to time(Counter Decr) we can define the time needed to perform matching as:


|Ik |
h
i
X
tj
T ime(M atch) =  (E Plength
) ∗ time(Counter Decr)

j=0

=



|Ik |
X
 (|S| ∗ P r(tj ∈ Si ) ∗ time(Counter Decr)
j=0

(2.4)

=



|Ik |
X
 (|S| ∗ (1 − (1 − P r(ti ))|Si |AV G ) ∗ time(Counter Decr) (2.9)
j=0

2.2.3

Count Based Index Remarks

Unlike the brute-force approach, the Count based index partitions the set of subscriptions according to the terms each subscription contains. It thus confines the search space upon evaluation
resulting to more efficient matching. Table 2.3 summarizes the worst-case performance of the
naive and Count based techniques (see Algorithms 1 and 3-4) with regard to their memory
requirements and time (construction and matching).
As opposed to the IF Match that only uses the inverted file structure for matching, the count
base approach does not require any supplementary data structure nor accessing the subscriptions
themselves in order to return the set of matched subscriptions. A single pass over the inverted
set of subscriptions along with counting is sufficient to decide the satisfiability of the matching
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Table 2.3: Performance comparison(worst case) of Brute-Force and Count-Based methods

Brute-Force
Counting

Construction Time
O(|Si |AV G )
O(|Si |AV G )

Construction Memory
O(|S| ∗ |Si |AV G )
O(|S| ∗ (1 + |Si |AV G ) + |VS |)

Matching Time
O(|Si |AV G ∗ |S|)
O(|Si |AV G ∗ |S|)

conditions. This however, implies that subscription are redundantly stored within the inverted
file. Recall, that the number of times a particular subscription is stored in different term postings
sets is equal to its size (number of terms it contains).
For the Count-based index, matching is affected by the size of the news item and the expected size of the subscription postings corresponding to the terms the matching news item
contains. Although the inverted index does reduce the initial search space of subscriptions, the
number of candidate4 subscriptions could still remain large if the term distribution, for both
subscriptions and news items, is skewed. One such case, which is realistic, is when the terms of
the subscriptions obey the long tale (Zipf) distribution. If this is the case then a great fraction of
the terms are associated to a few subscriptions and only a small number of terms are associated
to many subscriptions. To demonstrate how this applies, consider as an example the frequent
term ’greece’. Since, ’greece’ appears in a great number of subscriptions, it is expected that it’s
corresponding inverted set to be also large. Apparently, when matching news items that also
contain the term ’greece’, a large number of subscription postings would need to be traversed
and hence matching becomes costly. The count based approach that utilizes the inverted file
structure can be considered wasteful under the afore mentioned circumstances since, a great
fraction of the candidate subscriptions initially considered will not result to a match as they
would also contain additional terms not contained within the news item under consideration.
This problem is not new and has been extensively studied within the IR community. Several
techniques aiming at reducing the retrieval cost, impacted by retrieval and decoding of the large
inverted lists, have been devised [48]. One optimization that exploits the best match semantics
as applied to text search engines, considers partial inverted list evaluation. More specifically,
inverted lists are sorted by decreasing similarity impact and processing stops as soon as a given
threshold is exceeded [44]. However, such techniques can not be applied within the specific
context. The matching semantics (see Definition 2), imply a universal qualifier on the terms of
a subscription (all of the terms of the subscription must be present in the news item) which in
turn does not permit partial inverted list evaluation. Hence, solutions that assume a more fine
grained partitioning of the subscription search space need to be devised.

2.3

Trie Subscription Index

The Count based index, that utilizes the inverted file structure, performs a one level partitioning
by grouping the set of subscriptions according to the terms they contain. However, as discussed
in the previous section, if both news items and subscriptions follow the same skewed distribution
then matching could become inefficient as a large number of subscription postings would need
to be traversed. In addition, the count index requires to maintain an additional structure for
counting. We overcome both of these limitations by devising a tree based approach for storing
subscriptions. As opposed to the flat vocabulary of the inverted file, organizing the set of
terms within the vocabulary into a tree hierarchy leads to a more fine grained partitioning
4

the term candidate subscription refers to subscriptions which are considered when matching (a Counter
decrement has been perfromed)
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of the subscription search space and thus enables a more efficient evaluation. Moreover, the
hierarchical structure alleviates the need for maintaining an additional structure counting as
counting would be performed implicitly.
We use a tree structure built over the vocabulary of subscriptions that reflects subscription
covering relations. In accordance to Lemma 1, a subscription Si is said to fully cover a subscription Sj , denoted as Si  Sj , if and only if ∀tj ∈ Sj → tj ∈ Si . Each node of the tree contains a
specific term tj ∈ VS , a list of pointers to child nodes and the set of subscriptions assigned to
that particular node. A subscription stored at node n of the tree is assigned to the set of terms
that corresponds to the union of all terms found in the path from the root to node n. Edges
identify covering relations. For example, if a subscription Sj is stored at a particular node n,
then for every other subscription Si stored at a descendant node of n it holds that Si  Sj .
Subscriptions belong to the same node if and only if they are identical (they contain exactly the
same set of terms). To better demonstrate the idea consider the Example 2.5 following.
Example 2.5

Figure 2.3: Tree based index built over the subscriptions of Table 2.1.
Figure 2.3 depicts a possible tree structure build over the set of subscriptions of Table 2.1. Consider subscription S3 = {t1 , t2 , t3 } and let us define the node at which S3 is stored as n3 . Observe
that the set of terms assigned to S3 is equal to the union of the terms found in the path form the root
to the node n3 . In a similar manner, subscription S5 corresponds to the set of terms S5 = {t4 }∪{t2 }.
Subscription S1 fully covers subscription S5 since it is stored at a descendant node of that to which
S5 is stored. The common subset that both S5 and S6 share is equal to the path from the root the
sub-tree both the subscriptions belong to. For this specific example the common subset (i.e. prefix)
shared by both subscriptions S5 and S6 is equal to {t2 }.
The example of Figure 2.3 is only one of the possible tree structures built over the set of
subscriptions of Table 2.1. Depending on the covering relations considered, a different tree
structure could be constructed in each case. If we consider the lattice of all of the partially
ordered inclusion (covering) relations for the set of vocabulary terms then, the number of different
trees indices that could be constructed is equal to all of the possible traversals. Figure 2.4 depicts
two possible cases. Observe that Figure 2.4(a) corresponds to the tree index presented previously
in Example 2.5. Clearly, tree index construction is non deterministic.
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(a) A Traversal of covering relations corresponding to the Trie index of Figure 2.3

(b) Another possible traversal of covering relations corresponding to Trie index of Figure 2.5

Figure 2.4: The partial ordered set of inclusion(covering) relations for the vocabulary of our
motivating example of Table 2.1
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In order to overcome the issue of non determinism, additional information needs to be considered with regard to construction. We thus consider a Trie structure for indexing subscriptions
by enforcing total order on the terms of the vocabulary. This total order could either be random,
or follow for example the term frequency ranking in subscription/news items if available. Using
the latter approach leads to several interesting findings which are discussed in later sections of
this work.

2.3.1

Trie Index - Construction

In the context of web syndication, we consider subscriptions as set of words (terms). Although
such a model is suitable for the inverted file index of the count based approach, it cannot be
applied for the Trie index. The Trie data structure is an ordered tree data structure and thus
subscriptions should be modelled as sequences of words. A total ordering among the terms
of the vocabulary VS needs to be applied. Let ORDER : V 7→ R denote the mapping that
maps a particular term tj to its corresponding order within the vocabulary. In the rest of our
thesis, unless specified differently, term subscripts will be used to denote ordering. The ORDER
function which is assumed to be known before hand is bijective since for any two terms tj , tk ∈ VS
for which j 6= k it has to hold that ORDER(tj ) 6= ORDER(tk ); different terms should never
map to the same rank order.
Subscription addition for the Trie index is illustrated in Algorithm 5 below. When adding
a new subscription Si to the Trie index the algorithm performs a top down traversal starting
from the index root. Initially, the terms of Si are sorted according to their ranking order (line
1). At the first step of the algorithm, the path corresponding to the first term of the ordered set
of terms is followed. This procedure is repeated for every term tj ∈ Si . If a particular path does
not exist, then a new node labelled with the term under consideration is created and inserted
into the Trie structure (lines 5-8). The node at which the top down traversal, after consuming
the whole set of terms concludes, is where Si is finally stored. Figure 2.5 depicts the Trie index
built for the set of subscriptions of Table 2.1.
Algorithm 5: T RIE ADD(Si )
Require: A subscription, Si with |Si | ≥ 0.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

sorted terms ← sort(Si )
currN ode ← root
for all terms tj in sorted terms do
childN ode ← get child of currN ode corresponding to tj
if childN ode = null then
childN ode ← new node with label tj
set childN ode as child of currN ode
end if
currN ode ← childN ode
end for
add Si to currN ode

Example 2.6
Consider in Figure 2.5 that all subscriptions except S6 = {t2 , t1 3, t3 } have already been added into
the index. The ORDER function is assumed to be known. Recall that term subscripts denote the
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Figure 2.5: Trie index built over out motivating example of table 2.1
total ordering of terms within VS , i.e. ORDER(t13 ) = 13. Initially the set of terms are mapped
to the their corresponding rank and sorted in decreasing rank order (t1 is thought to be the highest
ranked term of |VS |). Top down traversal starts from the root. The algorithm first considers term
t2 of subscription S6 . Term t2 indicates that the path corresponding to term t2 must be followed
and such the algorithm proceeds. After processing the first term of subscription S6 , the second term
t3 from the sorted list is considered. However, no such path exists(recall that we have only indexed
subscriptions S1 to S5 ) so a new node for term t3 is created and inserted into the Trie as a child
of term t2 . Finally, term t13 of S6 is processed. Once again, since no such path exists term t13 is
created and inserted as of t2 . Having consumed all of the terms of the subscription, S6 is assigned
to node labelled with t13 where the top down traversal of the Trie concluded.

Construction time requirements
When adding a subscription, Algorithm, 5 initially sorts the terms of the subscription according their rank (set up phase). Next, it iterates through all of the terms and performs a top
down traversal on the index (traversal phase). Hence, the time needed to insert a particular
subscription is equal to:
T ime(ADD SU BSCRIP T ION ) = T ime(Set up) + T ime(T raversal)

(2.10)

Since sorting can be performed in O(N ∗ log N ) [25] the time required for the set up phase
is equal to:
T ime(Set up) = |Si |AV G ∗ log |Si |AV G

(2.11)

When adding a subscription, for every term in the subscription, a lookup is performed to determine if the corresponding child node exists. If T ime(Look up) denotes the time required to
perform such an operation, then the time required for traversal is equal to:
T ime(T raversal) = |Si |AV G ∗ T ime(Look up)

(2.12)

If we suppose that T ime(Look up) can be performed in O(1), then adding a subscription into
the Trie index can be accomplished in:
T ime(ADD SU BSCRIP T ION ) = |Si |AV G ∗ (1 + log |Si |AV G )
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(2.13)

Clearly, construction time is independent to the number of subscriptions currently indexed
(O(|Si |AV G ∗ (1 + log |Si |AV G )). Thus, adding subscriptions into the Trie index is scalable.

2.3.2

Trie Index - Matching

In order to match an news item Ik against the set of stored subscriptions, a top down traversal
on the Trie index is performed. Initially, we obtain the sequence of the terms of Ik performing
the same pre-processing the set of subscriptions where subject to. Traversal starts from the
index root. Algorithm 6 illustrates the case. At each traversal step, the paths corresponding to
all of the terms of Ik , whose ranks are superior to that of the term assigned to the currently
considered node are followed (lines 4-9). Matching subscriptions are reported as the algorithm
proceeds; for every node visited the subscriptions stored at that specific node are returned(lines
1-3).
Algorithm 6: T RIE M AT CH(T N ode, [t1 ...tn ])
Require: T N ode: the current trie node
Require: [t1 ...tn ]: the sequence of terms
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

if T N ode contains subscriptions then
SM AT CHED ← SM AT CHED ∪ {Si |Si ∈ T N ode}
end if
for all term tj , j ∈ [1...n] do
childN ode ← get child for term tj
if childN ode 6= N U LL then
T RIE M AT CH(childN ode, [tj+1 ...tn ])
end if
end for

Example 2.7
Suppose that we want to match news item Ik = {t2 , t1 , t4 } over the index of Figure 2.5. Preprocessing Ik would result to the sequence TSEQ = [t1 , t2 , t4 ]. Top down traversal starts from the
index root. Initially, term t1 is considered. Since such a term exists in the index the algorithm proceeds
to the specific node. When at the new node the sequence of terms is updated to TSEQ .1 = [t2 , t4 ].
While at term t1 the algorithm considers rank t2 of TSEQ .1. Since such a path exists, it is followed
and TSEQ .1 is further updated to TSEQ .1.1 = [t4 ]. In a similar manner, after processing the final
term t4 of TSEQ .1.1, the algorithm proceeds to term t4 and returns subscription S1 . Back in the
root, having processed term t1 of TSEQ , the algorithm considers the next term namely t2 . Since
such a path from the root exists, the algorithm then proceeds to term t2 of the Trie and updates
TSEQ to TSEQ .2 = [t4 ]. Once again the algorithm follows the specific path to term t4 . Subscription
S5 is reported as matched. Finally the algorithm considers the last term t4 of TSEQ and concludes
since no such path exists to be followed.
The count based approach needs to maintain a counter when matching a news item in order
to ensure the conjunctive matching semantics applied. The Trie index structure on the other
hand does not require such a mechanism. The reason being is that due to the inherent nature
of how subscriptions are organized as a rooted tree, counting is performed implicitly as the
matching algorithm progresses. Every time an edge is followed and a new term of the Trie
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is further considered, the matching algorithm implicitly increments a ’single’ counter for all
subscriptions present in the same sub Trie rooted at that particular term. Consider for example
the paradigm of figure 2.5 and suppose we want to match news item Ik = {t1 , t2 }. Further
suppose that the algorithm has processed both of the terms of Ik . Since the length of the path
from the root to the current term is equal to two, for both subscriptions S3 and S4 stored at
descendant nodes of term t2 , the algorithm has implicitly counted two satisfied terms.

2.3.3

Trie Analytical Model

The memory requirements of the Trie index are directly related to the number of nodes (terms)
it occupies. Towards that end, we present an upper bound on the total term occurrences for the
Trie, based on the Pascal’s triangle construct [20]. More precisely, we argue that, the occurrences
per term of a complete Trie, can be modelled as a Pascal’s Triangle. By exploiting several
properties associated within, we then propose an analytical model for the memory requirements
of the Trie with respect to a specific vocabulary and subscription size.
Trie as a Pascal Triangle
In mathematics, a Pascal’s triangle is a triangular array of the binomial coefficients in a triangle.
The triangle can be represented as an N by N matrix where:
• T [0][j] = 1, ∀j ∈ [0, N − 1]
• T [i][j] =

i−1
X

T [k][j − 1]

k=0

To better demonstrate the concept consider the example of Table 2.4 which depicts a Pascal’s
triangle as a 4 by 4 matrix. Observe that, all elements of the first column are equal to one. In
addition:
0
X
T [1][1] =
T [k][0] = T [0][0] = 1
k=0

T [3][1] =

2
X

T [k][0] = T [0][0] + T [1][0] + T [2][0] = 1 + 1 + 1 = 3

k=0

Table 2.4: Pascals Triangle (4,4)
1
1
1
1

0
1
2
3

0
0
1
3

0
0
0
1

Following are several properties of the Pascal’s Triangle that will be used in the sequel
where we devise the analytical models. We will use the notation Cnk to denote the number of
k-combinations of n elements:
Property 2.3.1. If we represent the Pascal’s Triangle as a N by N matrix (let T denote the
Triangle) then, for each element of the matrix it holds that: T [i][j] = Cij
Property 2.3.2. A direct implication of Property 2.3.1 is that the sum of a column k in a
N
−1
X
triangle with N rows is equal to:
Cnk
n=0
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Property 2.3.3. The sum of row n in a Pascal’s Triangle is equal to 2n
Lemma 2. Consider a vocabulary of size |VS | = N and that the terms of VS are ranked from
0 to N-1. Let occl (tj ) denote the number of occurrences of term tj in level l of the Trie. If T
denotes the Pascal’s Triangle represented as an N by N matrix then: occl (tj ) = T [j][l]
Proof. By construction, a term with rank r will be a child for each term with rank m superior
to its rank (m < r). Considering level l, the number of occurrences of term tr is equal to the
sum of occurrences of every term tm in level l − 1 for which it holds m < r. This is equal to Crl .
However, according to Property 2.3.2, we know that T [r][l] = Crl . Hence, occl (r) = T [r][l]
According to lemma 2, we can represent the complete Trie with a vocabulary of size |VS | =
N as Pascal’s Triangle. If we use the matrix representation for the Triangle then, rows will
correspond to the terms and columns to the levels of the Trie. This is better demonstrated by
example Figure 2.6 below. As we can see, every term of the vocabulary can exist only once at the
first level (L0 ). The first column of the Pascal matrix exposes this fact. Term t2 appears in level
L1 2 times, that is once for every term of level L0 with rank superior to 2 (t0 and t1 ). Observe
that this is equal to the third row of the second column of the Pascal’s matrix. Clearly, the
number of occurrences of a particular term tj of the Trie is equal to the sum of all occurrences
of tj for every level (sum of row j). In a similar manner, the number of terms assigned to level
Ll is equal to the sum of all occurrences of every term for that specific level (sum of column l).

Figure 2.6: Complete Trie and corresponding Pascal Triangle representation
With the use of the Pascal matrix we can compute the total terms the complete Trie contains,
by summing the occurrences for each term of every level:
T otal T erms =

N
−1 N
−1
X
X

T [i][j]

(2.14)

i=0 j=0

Memory Requirements
Although equation 2.14 defines the total terms a complete Trie can occupy, it only takes into
consideration the vocabulary |VS | of the subscriptions. This implies a Trie with a maximum
path of size |VS |. In the setting of web syndication where we expect small subscription size this
is however, far from true. We suppose that |Si |AV G | << |VS |. Obviously, the length |Si |AV G of
a subscription Si bounds the occurrences of a term to the first |Si |AV G levels of the complete
Trie. As table 2.5 illustrates, this ’trimmed’ sub Trie, corresponds only to a part of the Pascal’s
triangle.
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Table 2.5: Partial Pascal’s Triangle

t0
t1
t2
tN −1

l0
1
1
1
1
1

l1
0
1
2
N-1

l2
0
0
1
N
−2
X

k

l|Si |AV G |−1
0
0
0
N
−1
X

-

k=0

occ|Si |AV G |−1 (tk )

k=0

Taking into account the cut-off effect of subscription size and Property 2.3.2, for a given
vocabulary of size |VS | = N the total terms occupied by the Trie are equal to:
|Si |AV G |−1 N −1

T rieT erms =

X

X

k=0

n=0

Cnk

(2.15)

Upper Bound on term occurences for the Trie
Equation 2.15 bounds the total terms of the Trie with respect to a given subscription and vocabulary size. However, given the current setting this bound is practically unreachable. Towards
that end, we will devise an refinement, based on the findings of the previous sub section on the
Pascal’s Triangle, that additionally considers term distribution information. Let us first define
the number of expected terms for a given level.
Lemma 3. Let P (tj ∈ S) denote the probability a term tj exists within a subscirption of S. If
we use Pl (tj ) to denote the probability we find occl (tj ) (see Lemma 2) times term tj in level l
then:

|Si |AV G −l−1
|VS |−1
j−1
X
X
Pl (tj ) =
Pl−1 (tk ) ∗ P (tj ∈ S) ∗ 
P (tn ∈ S)
n=j+1

k=0

, where:
|Si |AV G −1



|VS |−1

P0 (tj ) = P (tj ∈ S) ∗ 

X

P (tk ∈ S)

k=j+1

Proof. We will prove Lemma 3 by induction. Let us first consider the first level (l0 ) of the Trie.
For the first level we know that a term exists iff it is a prefix. For a term tj to be a prefix for
a subscription of length |Si |AV G , tj needs to exist in the subscription, and all other |Si |AV G − 1
terms need to have ranks inferior to j. We know that the probability to obtain a term inferior
to tj is equal to:
|VS |−1

P (obtain a term inf erior to tj ) =

X
k=j+1
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P (tk ∈ S)

(2.16)

Hence, the probability for term tj to be a prefix of Si is equal to:
|Si |AV G −1

Y

P (tj pref ix of Si ) = P (tj ∈ S) ∗

P (obtain a term inf erior to tj )

k=1

|Si |AV G −1



|VS |−1

= P (tj ∈ S) ∗ 

X

P (tk ∈ S)

(2.17)

k=j+1

So, P0 (tj ) can be computed as:
P0 (tj ) = P (tj pref ix of Si )
|Si |AV G −1

|VS |−1
X
P (tk ∈ S)
= P (tj ∈ S) ∗ 

(2.18)

k=j+1

We will next compute the expected number of terms for the second level using level l0 . To
better demonstrate the approach, observe Table 2.5 and lets consider the number of times term
t2 appears in level l1 . We anticipate t2 to exist two times in level l1 if, t0 and t1 of l0 exist and
t2 is a prefix(t2 needs to be a prefix after we discard one of the terms, since we now consider
level l1 ). Hence, for a term tj we can say that:
P1 (tj ) =

j−1
X

P0 (tk ) ∗ P (tj pref ix of sub with size |Si | − 2)

k=0

=

j−1
X


P0 (tk ) ∗ P (tj ∈ S) ∗ 

|VS |−1

X

|Si |AV G −2
P (tn ∈ S)

(2.19)

n=j+1

k=0

Suppose that we have computed the probability Pl−1 (tk ) for every term tk of level l−1 (induction
step). In order for a term tj to appear occl (tk ) times in level l then it has to hold that, every
term tm (m < j) of level l − 1 exists (that is Pl−1 (tm )) and that tj is a prefix of a subscription
of size |Si |AV G − (l + 1). Since we have computed Pl−1 (tm ) for all tm ∈ VS we can say that:
Pl (tj ) =

j−1
X

Pl−1 (tk ) ∗ P (tj pref ix of sub with size |Si | − (l + 1))

k=0

=

j−1
X


Pl−1 (tk ) ∗ P (tj ∈ S) ∗ 

|VS |−1

X

|Si |AV G −l−1)
P (tn ∈ S)

(2.20)

n=j+1

k=0

Matching Requirements
The time required to match an news item Ik against the set of stored subscriptions is proportional to the number of terms visited. In a worst case scenario, the algorithm would have to
follow all the paths corresponding to every subset of Ik (O(2|Ik | )). In such a case, the sub Trie
corresponding to the traversal performed upon matching, is equal to the Trie built over the
terms of Ik . However, in order to obtain such a complexity the algorithm has to explore the
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Trie data structure up to level |Ik |AV G which implies that |Ik | < |Si |. On the contrary, we
expect |Ik |AV G > |Si |; subscription size bounds the worst case. If we represent news item Ik as
a Pascal’s Triangle (observe Table 2.6) in the worst case the number of terms required by the
matching algorithm to be visited will be equal to:
|Si |AV G |−1 |Ik |AV G −1

V isitedT erms =

X

X

k=0

n=0

Cnk

(2.21)

Table 2.6: Pacal’s Triangle over new item Ik
l0
1
1
1
1

t0
t1
t2
t|Ik |AV G −1

l1
0
1
2
-

l2
0
0
1
|Ik |AV G −2
X

|Ik |AV G − 1

1

-

|Ik |AV G −1

k

-

X

occ|Ik |AV G −2 (tk )

k=0

k=0

2.3.4

l|Si |AV G −1
0
0
0
-

Trie index remarks

As opposed to the flat vocabulary considered by the Count index, the covering relations captured
by the Trie index allow frequent terms appearing as common prefixes to be organized in a finegrained hierarchical search space which in turn results to faster mathching. Moreover, the
tree structure alleviates the need for maintaining an additional structure as counting is now
performed implicitly. As Table 2.7 illustrates, w.r.t. the memory requirements, the size of the
subscriptions serve as a cut-off on the depth of the Trie. As for matching, the total number of
paths followed when matching is bound to the size of the news item.
Table 2.7: The Trie as Pascal’s Triangle: summary
l0
1
1
1
-

l1
0
0
1
0
0

t|Ik |AV G −1

1

|Ik |AV G − 1
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occ|Si |AV G −2 (tk )

Worst case (memory and matching):
|Si |AV G |−1 N −1

T rieT erms =

X

X

k=0

n=0

Cnk

|Si |AV G |−1 |Ik |AV G

V isitedT erms =

X

X

k=0

n=0

Cnk

Prefix Sharing
It is expected that users with similar interests to issue similar subscriptions. It is thus likely
for a great number of subscriptions to share common terms. Using the Trie index structure
proposed, in contradistinction to list structures employed by the inverted file case of the Count
based index could result to more compact representations with regard to the total number of
nodes each case occupies (Trie nodes versus inverter file subscription postings nodes). However
it is not always the case that two subscriptions sharing a common subset of terms to also share
a path within the Trie index.
Lemma 4. Any two subscriptions Si and Sj share a common path if and only if ∀tk ∈ {Si ∪
Sj } − {Si ∩ Sj }, ∀tl ∈ {Si ∩ Sj } → ORDER(tl ) < ORDER(tk ).
Recall, that the Trie is an ordered data structure. Hence, two subscriptions share a common
path if and only if ordering the terms according to rank order results to a common prefix. The
number of nodes they share is equal to the size of their common prefix. To better demonstrate
how this applies consider the example 2.8 below.
Example 2.8

Figure 2.7: Example of prefix sharing
Consider for example figure 2.7. In the first case on the left subscriptions S1 = {t2 , t1 } and
S2 = {t1 , t3 } are inserted into the Trie index. Both of the subscriptions S1 and S2 share the
common subset SCOM M ON = {t1 }. Obviously it holds that ORDER(t1 ) < ORDER(t2 ) and
ORDER(t1 ) < ORDER(t3 ); their common subset is also a common prefix. This property is also
reflected in the index as term t1 exists only once. In the second example on the right hand side of the
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of figure 2.7 however where subscriptions S3 = {t3 , t1 } and S4 = {t3 , t2 } are indexed this is not the
case. Despite the fact that both of them share the common term t3 since it is not a common prefix
no node sharing will be activated (ORDER(t3 ) > ORDER(t2 ) (and ORDER(t3 ) > ORDER(t1 ))
).

Trie Characteristics
As Figure 2.8 illustrates, the morphology of the Trie index is affected by subscription size,
vocabulary size, and the relation between the actual ordering of the subscription terms and the
ordering used for construction.
Subscription Size: Impacts the height of the Trie. Recall that when inserting a subscription,
Algorithm 5 performs a top down traversal and in a worst case would insert |Si | terms in
the Trie. Hence, greater subscription sizes will produce deeper Tries.
Vocabulary Size: Impacts the width of the Trie. Greater vocabulary sizes will produce broader
Tries.
Term Ordering: If actual frequency based term ordering in subscriptions does not violate
the initial ordering considered for construction, then highly ranked terms will appear as
intermediate nodes (with several children), as a left-structured Trie. These highly ranked
terms will not appear in great numbers since due to construction constraints highly ranked
terms can appear only a few times in the Trie (i.e. the highest ranked term could only
appear once, the second highest twice, etc.)and in addition prefix sharing will take place,
as these highly ranked terms will also form common prefixes. In the opposite case, a
great number of lowly ranked terms (low ranked term are allowed to appear more times
than highly ranked terms) will appear as intermediate nodes (with a unique child) of a
right-structured Trie. As opposed to the former case, prefix sharing will not be activated.
In the worst case (no shared prefixes amongst the set of indexed subscriptions) the total terms
occupied by the Trie will be equal to the number of terms in the subscriptions. Apparently,
the Trie results to more compact representations when subscriptions share common prefixes.
Hence, memory wise it is of best practice to suppose an ordering for construction that does not
violate the actual frequency based ordering of the terms in the subscriptions. As opposed to
multiple term occurrences of the Trie, which are minimized when the actual frequency based
ordering of the subscription terms does not violate the initial ordering used for construction,
best performance with respect to matching is achieved if we consider reverse ordering (i.e. the
most frequent term to be low ranked). Recall that the time required when matching depends
on (a) the number of nodes visited and (b) the amount of reduction in the item suffix which will
be further checked in each step. Hence if reverse ordering is applied then (a) more subscriptions
will be stored at sub-Tries of lower ranked terms which in turn are expected to be looked up
less and (b) the expected reduction in the size of the suffix will be larger (see Figure 2.9).
Apparently, there exists a trade-off between the gain in memory and matching time with
respect to the relation between the ordering considered for construction and the actual frequecybased ordering of the subscription terms.
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(a) Subscription Size

(b) Vocabulary Size

(c) Vocabulary Distribution: no violation

(d) Vocabulary Distribution: violation

Figure 2.8: Trie Morpholgy

(a) Actual ordering: no violation

(b) Actual ordering: violation

Figure 2.9: Trie Matching: suffix reduction
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Chapter 3

Implementing the Subscription
Indexes
In order to perform experimental evaluation and verify the analytical findings presented in
previous chapters, a prototype term based publish subscribe system was developed. The integral
component of our system is its filtering engine. The core component of our filtering engine is
a subscription index. The input to the system consists of subscriptions which are indexed and
items that are matched. The system outputs the set of matched subscriptions matched for a
given news item.
An overview of the systems interface is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Adding or deleting a particular subscription is performed via the addSubscriber() and deleteSubscriber() interface. Matching
is performed with the use of the matchItem() interface. Within our system, subscription and
item terms are encoded as integers which reflect their frequency rank and serve as identifiers.
Every subscription (news item) is assigned to a unique identifier and a list of integer term ids.
Subscription identifiers are provided by the system. The set of matched items for a specific subscription can be obtained via the getMatchedItems() output interface. Current implementation
incorporate both the Count based and the Trie indexes. Implementations were coded and tested
within the Java platform.

Figure 3.1: Prototype Term Based Pub/Sub interface
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3.1

Count based index

Two implementations of the Count based index have been considered [19]. The first one refered to as Simple implements all structural components via standard Java constructs. The
second implementation, refered to as Compact, considers custom implementations that extend
the standard Java structures for both the Inverted file and Counter to enable more compact
representations.

3.1.1

Simple Count based index

In the Simple count based index, the inverted file is implemented as a standard Java Hash Table.
Every entry of the hash table contains the term id and a reference to the list of corresponding
subscription postings. Subscription postings are stored in a standard Linked List of integer
wrapper objects. The counter is implemented as an array which doubles it’s capacity whenever
a given threshold of occupacy is exceeded.

3.1.2

Compact Count based index

The Compact Count based index is illustrated in Figure 3.2(c). This implementation maps
every term of the vocabulary to its inverted set of subscription postings via a hash table of fixed
capacity C. The standard hash table implementation of java is extended for this purpose. Hash
table collisions are resolved with the use of custom linked lists. Each node of the collision list
contains an integer term identifier, a pointer to the list of subscriptions corresponding to that
particular term and finally a pointer to the next node of the collision list. Subscription postings
corresponding to a particular term, are customly implemented as array lists. Each node of the
list contains an integer array of constant size K and a pointer to the next posting list node.
Figure 3.2(a) illustrates the case. The reason why such an approach was preferred over the
standard list implementation of java’s JDK is that it results to more compact representations.
Java standard list implementations store objects. Hence, if such a solution was devised then for
every subscription id stored within the posting lists an Integer wrapper object would need to be
created. Since java objects require more memory than that of the integer primitive type, storing
subscription postings using the custom approach results to smaller overall memory requirements
for the inverted file.
Whenever a new subscription is added to the inverted file index, a new entry within the
count structure with a value equal to the size of the subscription is inserted. Hence, the data
structure employed for counting has to be dynamic. That is to say, that it should grow along
with subscription insertion. A second requirement for the count structure is to provide fast
access to the number of terms a particular subscription contains given the subscription’s id.
Efficient matching requires obtaining the count value for a particular subscription to be done
in a timely manner. One way to trivially implement such a structure is to suppose an integer
array of specific initial capacity and accommodate dynamicity by doubling the capacity on
demand according to pre-defined policy (i.e. when the size of the array has reached its capacity).
The size of a particular subscription could be obtained by directly indexing the array via the
subscription identifier. However, the basic disadvantage of this approach is that it does not
handle well subscription deletions. Consider for example that the index has been loaded with
1,000,000 subscriptions and further suppose that 500,000 of them where deleted after insertion
was performed. Given that we directly index the count data structure via subscription identifier,
the size of the count structure should be at least equal to the largest subscription id currently
indexed. This leads to potential memory waste.
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(a) subscription postings list implementation

(b) two level counter for storing the total terms
of a subscription

(c) inverted file implementation

Figure 3.2: Compact Count index implementation
To confiscate the above observation within current development the count data structure
has been implemented as a two level index. The main idea is to employ a data structure
that partitions subscriptions into groups according to their id. Figure 3.2(b) depicts the case.
The entry point for that specific structure is the ground table. Every bucket of the ground
level corresponds to a group of subscriptions. Group size depends on the partitioning applied.
Each bucket of the ground level contains a pointer to the second level where subscriptions are
further segmented into more fine grained groups. All subscription sizes are stored within the
last level of the data structure. To demonstrate how indexing is applied suppose we want to
obtain the number of terms subscription with id 59,123 contains. Further assume that the
size of the ground level is |Level0 | = 10, the second level is of size |Level1 | = 20 and finally
the third level has a size of |Level2 | = 50, 000. Since 59, 123/(|Level1 | ∗ |Level2 |) = 0 we
know that the particular subscription is contained within the first group of subscriptions and
proceed to the array the first bucket of the ground table points to. Next, we consider the index
59, 123%(|Level0 |∗|Level1 |∗|Level2 |) = 59, 123. In a similar manner since 59, 123/(|Level2 |) = 1
we proceed to the array of level two that the pointer of second bucket of the first level points
to. Finally we index the second level with 59, 123%(|Level2 |) and return the specific value.
The inverted file structural behaviour could be controlled via the parameters C and K which
correspond to the hash table capacity and the size of the custom array list implementation used
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for storing subscription postings respectively. Parameter C affects vocabulary storage. Larger
capacity results to more entries for the hash table. Assuming a good hash function (i.e. a
hash function that evenly distributes elements within all buckets) this would result however to
smaller collision lists. Parameter K on the other hand impacts the storage of subscriptions.
Larger values of K result to smaller numbers of subscription postings list nodes. This leads
to more compact representations since less postings list node objects would need to be created.
Nevertheless, this can result to memory waste since it might be the case that many empty entries
would exist. For example if we consider a size of k = 100 and assume only additions, then for
every term within the vocabulary, the last posting list node assigned to that specific term would
on average contain 50 unoccupied integer slots. The best performance for both parameters was
achieved when C and K where set to 50% and 25 respectively (see Tables 3.1 and 3.2) [19].
Experimental evaluations in next chapter consider these specific values.
The best combination of parameter values, as a simple experimental evaluation on the Count
based index was performed by varying both C and K. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 summarize the results.
Table 3.1: influence of parameter C(capacity)
Capacity

Memory(MB)

Index Insertion

Index matching

50%
60%
70%
80%
90%
100%

107.01
109.93
105.18
105.24
109.60
109.74

0.0427
0.0428
0.0424
0.0429
0.0417
0.0426

5.3988
5.4241
5.3872
5.3891
5.3969
5.5109

Table 3.2: memory in MB for different values of K

500,000
1,000,000
4,000,000
9,000,000

3.2

K=10

K=25

K=50

K=100

53.01
92.72
324.29
681.71

51.10
88.83
275.51
492.71

62.61
104.68
301.41
538.61

83.1
132.23
343.95
633.29

Trie index

Many different approaches have been devised for implementing the Trie data structure [34, 5].
More specifically, a Trie could be implemented as a linked list, array or tree. In this work we
consider a hash tree based [35] implementation for the index.

3.2.1

Simple Trie

The integral components of a Trie node as described in earlier chapters are, the term rank
that identifies a particular node, the structure that stores the set of subscriptions assigned to
the node, and finally the child structure used for storing the set of children the node under
consideration contains. A first implementation of the Trie index referred to hereafter as Simple
Trie, distincts between internal and leaf nodes. An internal node contains: a Java primitive int
type for storing the term rank assigned to the node, a standard Java Linked List for storing
the subscriptions of the node, and finally a Java Hash Map for storing the childs. For internal
nodes, the initial capacity of the Hash Map is set to 2. As opposed to internal nodes, leaf nodes
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only contain an int type for the rank and a standard Linked List for the subscriptions. Figure
3.3 depicts the index built over the example subscription set of Table 2.1. Internal nodes are
labeled with (I). Coloured nodes correspond to subscription list nodes.
The reason that motivated this approach (distinction between internal and leaf nodes) lies
in the fact that, since we expect a rather large vocabulary, we anticipate subscriptions to be
distributed to a large number of different Trie nodes. Hence, it is expected for the Trie to contain
many leafs.

Figure 3.3: Simple Trie implementation; internal nodes are labelled with (I); subscription lists
nodes are coloured.

3.2.2

Compact Trie

A second implementation that extends the Simple Trie and further exploits the anticipated
impact of the workload on the Trie structure, with respect to the number of subscriptions and
childs per node, was also considered. The Compact Trie as presented in the following, considers
a variety of different type node as well as path compression.
Depending on how a particular node nk stores subscriptions, it can be categorized into one
of the following three classes: nk is considered as a class ’a’ node if no subscriptions are assigned
to it; if only one subscription is stored at nk then it is considered to be a class ’b’ node; finally if
more than one subscriptions are assigned to node nk then that particular node is regarded as a
class ’c’ node. Within current implementation, class ’a’ nodes do not contain a field for storing
subscriptions, class ’b’ nodes use the simple integer primitive type of the JDK to store the single
subscription identifier assigned to nk , and class ’c’ nodes use the custom array implementation
presented earlier with parameter K set to K = 2.
The nodes of the Compact Trie are further partitioned into groups based on the number of
children they contain. As with the Simple Trie case, depending on weather a node nk contains
a child or not it can be classified as either internal or leaf node. The former are referred to as
class ’II’ nodes and the later as class ’I’ nodes. If a node nk is a class ’I’ node then no field
exists for storing child reference. On the contrary, if nk is an internal node then, it contains an
additional data structure for storing references to child nodes. Within current implementation,
type ’II’ nodes contain a standard Java hash map of initial capacity of two.
Based on the previous classification, the Compact Trie implementation considers five different
types of nodes all of which are depict in table 3.3. Clearly, a TypaIa node could not exist, since if
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a particular node is a leaf then by construction a subscription would be assigned to that specific
node.
Table 3.3: Classification of nodes for Compact Trie
Child Structure
none

JDK hash map

Subscriptions Structure
none
integer type
custom array list
none
integer type
custom array list

Node Type
not applicable
TypeIb
TypeIc
TypeIIa
TypeIIb
TypeIIc

As table 3.3 illustrates, for nodes containing more than one nodes the standard JDK hash
map is employed for storing child references. However, such an approach could be considered
wastefull, as we anticipate a great number of nodes to contain a single child, given the workload
we consider. Hence, a better implementation concerning how children are stored should be devised. One solution that would result to a more compact representation would be to additionally
consider a third classification that considers nodes with only a single child. Implementing such
a node type would result to a node with only one field instead of a Hash Map for the single
child. Doing so would result to single paths being trivially implemented as single linked lists.
Although this would lead to more memory efficient Trie indexes since single references replace
the hash map structure, a better solution would be to employ path compression.
Current development, considers path compaction for the Trie index. Single paths corresponding to multiple nodes are compacted into one single compact node. Each compact node
is labelled with the set of terms corresponding to the labels the nodes that the non compacting
scheme would contain. For every primary node type illustrated in table 3.3 a compact dual exists (i.e. TypeIIb(compact)). As opposed to primary node types (no compaction is considered)
where term ranks are stored as integer types, compact nodes store the list of term ranks as java
int arrays.

3.3

Synthetic data generation

In order to evaluate the indexes, both subscriptions and news items where syntetically generated. Algorithm 7 below ilustrates the procedure. The workload parameters that define the
generated set and serve as an input in our synthetic data generation module are: a vocabulary
of terms V with information about the frequency of each particular term, the total number N
of elements generated, a generator LGen for determining the length of each element, and finally
the distribution that the terms of the generated subscription(news item) corpus would obey.
As Algorithm 7 illustrates, when generating an element I, l distinct terms, with respect
to the distribution dist under consideration, are independently drawn from the vocabulary
V . The length specified by LGen could either be fixed for all subscriptions or follow a user
specified ditribution. Three different sampling modes, referred to as empirical, uniform, and
anti-correlated are applicable. If an empirical term distribution mode is considered then the
terms are sampled from the vocabulary V according to the frequency distribution that the
terms of the vocabulary follow (recall that V contains term-frequency mappings). If a uniform
term distribution mode is selected to be applied, then the frequency distribution available for the
terms is simply discarded, and sampling is done in a uniform manner over the whole vocabulary.
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Algorithm
Require:
Require:
Require:
Require:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

7: Generator(V, N, LGen, Dist)
V : A vocabulary V containing term-frequency mappings.
N : The total amount of subscriptions(news items) to be generated.
LGen : Element length generator; outputs the length for each element
Dist : Controls sampling mode; values in {empirical, anti − correlated, unif orm}.

Γ ← {}
for i to N do
I ← {}
j←0
l ← generate length acocrding to LGen
while j < l do
term ← select terms from V according to Dist
if term ∈
/ I then
I ← I ∪ {term};
j ← j + 1;
end if
end while
Γ ← Γ ∪ {I}
end for
return Γ

Finally, in the anti-correlated case, the elements are generated by sampling terms according
to the inverse term frequency distribution provided with V . The procedure outputs the set of
elements Γ1 generated according to the input workload parameters provided.
We have to stress out here that, the vocabulary applied for synthetic subscription (news
item) generation and the actual vocabulary of the generated subscriptions might be different.
In order to differientate between the two, the notation VSU will be used hereafter to denote the
’universal’ vocabulary used for generating the set of subscriptions. Apparently, depending on
the parameters used by the generating module VSU ⊆ VS .

1

Stricktly speaking Gamma is a multi set as generation does not guarentee uniqueness of generated elements
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Chapter 4

Experimental Evaluation
In this chapter we experimentally evaluate the performance of both the Trie and Count based
indices studied in Chapter 2. In particular we are interested on understanding how the memory
and time required to build the subscription index as well as the time required to match an
individual news item against the set of stored subscriptions is affected by a number of crucial
parameters in a web syndication setting. More precisely we ran a total set of 6 experiments,
each of which targeted an individual parameter (see Table 4.1) of the web syndication workload
we generated synthetically according to the method described in the previous Chapter. The two
main questions of our investigation was (a) how the morphology of the two indexes is affected by
different workload parameters, i.e. the terms frequency distribution, the size of the vocabulary,
and the size of the subscriptions and (b) how Trie and Count morphology impacts the scalability
and performance of the two indices for realistic characteristics of subscriptions and news items.
All experiments were conducted on a quadcore CPU machine at 2.40GHz with 3GB of memory
running Ubuntu 10.04.
Table 4.1: Workload parameter values
Name

Description

Range

|S|
|Si |
|Ik |
|VS |
Sub T erm Dist
Item T erm Dist

Total number of subscriptions
The size of the subscriptions
The size of the items
The size of the vocabulary
The distribution of the terms of the subscriptions
The distribution of the terms of the items

{500000, 10000000}
{3, 6, 9, 12} and empirical distr.
{5, 10, 20, 50} and empirical distr.
{10000, 100000, 800000}
{empirical, anti − correlated, unif orm}
{empirical, anti − correlated, unif orm}

We assume that the size of subscriptions is close to the size of web search engine queries
(see Section 1.1.3). Hence, the empirical subscription size distribution used in the experiments
throughout this Chapter will refer to the size distribution of Figure 4.1(c) which was extracted
from a series of search engine logs of three major search engine namely AltaVista, Excite and
AlltheWeb [32].
The empirical vocabulary distribution used for generating the set of subscriptions (and news
items), which corresponds to 10,799,285 news items acquired from 8,125 RSS feed [21] is depict
in Figure 4.1(a). The actual size of the vocabulary was 1,462,599, however as Table 4.1 illustrates
our domain of interest for |VS | was {10000, 100000, 800000}. Downsampling, was performed by
randomly picking in a uniform manner the the number of terms that were of specific interest;
i.e. if to obtain a smaller vocabulary of size |VS | = 10, 000, from the initial vocabulary, 10,000
terms (and their corresponding frequencies) were randomly selected.
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Finally, the empirical news item size distribution used for specifying the size of the synthetically generated news items, is depict in Figure 4.1(b) and corresponds to the length distribution
the same set of 10,799,285 news items follow.

(a) Empirical vocabulary distribution

(b) Empirical news item size distribution

(c) Empirical subscription size distribution

Figure 4.1: Empirical distributions for vocabulary and subscription/item size

4.1

Impact of the Vocabulary Distribution

In this first set of experiments we wish to capture the impact of the term distribution on the
structural characteristics of the two indexes. Measuring the number of nodes of the posting lists
in the Inverted File (IF) as well as of the Trie provides us a better understanding as to how
critical workload parameters such as terms’ frequency distribution actually impact the memory
requirements of the two indexes, and will allows us latter on to cross-validate our experimental
findings. Two series of evaluations where conducted by considering three possible term frequency
distributions, namely, empirical, anti-correlated, and uniform. The first one considers a smaller
scale experiment on a simple implementation (see Sub Sections 3.1.1 and 3.2.1 ) of the indexes
in order to better comprehend the behavior of the index structures under no optimization. The
second series regards a full scale experimental evaluation on both the compact Count based and
Trie index as presented in Sub Sections 3.1.2 and 3.2.2.
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4.1.1

Evaluation on Simple Implementations

In this SubSection we are interested in studying the impact of the vocabulare distribution to the
size of the postings list in the Inverted File. Furthermore, for the Trie index we are interested
in understanding (a) how the Trie nodes increase as new subscriptions are added to the index,
w.r.t. a given vocabulary distribution (b) how many Trie nodes are created w.r.t. to terms’ rank
and (c) what is the morphology of the resulting Trie, especially its out-degree distribution. The
workload parameters where fixed to:
• |VS | = 10, 000
• |Si |AV G = 4
• |S| = 500, 000
Inverted File - Posting List Size
Figures 4.2(a) and 4.2(b) illustrate the results obtained with regard to the postings list size of
the Inverted File (IF), when the uniform and empirical vocabulary distributions are considered.
As expected, for both cases the underlying subscription term distribution is reflected within
the inverted file structure. When the empirical distribution is considered only a few terms are
assigned to large postings lists; many terms on the other hand are assigned to significantly
smaller postings lists. When terms are uniformly distributed, the size of the lists is roughly
equal to 200. This is reasonable, considering the specific workload parameters applied. Recall
that we assume a vocabulary size of 10,000, a total of 500,000 subscriptions and the length of
the subscriptions is equal to 4.
Figure 4.2(a) verifies our claims presented in Chapter 2, that the count based approach
does not enable to prune efficiently the subscription search space when matching incoming news
items. If both subscriptions and items follow the same skewed distribution (which is a realistic
assumption), then a large number of subscription postings will need to be traversed in order to
discover the matching subscriptions.
Trie - Increase rate of nodes
In Figure 4.3 we can see how the increase in the number of subscriptions indexed affects the total
number of nodes constructed by the Trie, per different vocabulary distribution. The blue, black
and red line of the plot concern a empirical, an uniform and an anti-correlated subscription term
distribution respectively. As the results exhibit, the Trie index occupies the greatest amount of
nodes (≈ 1,500,000) when the uniform vocabulary distribution case is considered. The empirical
distribution performs best node wise, as it only requires approximately 1,100,000 nodes (36% less
than when compared to the uniform case). Finally, when subscription vocabulary distribution is
anti-correlated, the total number of nodes occupied by the Trie index is approximately 1,450,000,
roughly 3% less than the uniform case.
This behavior can be explained as follows. When an empirical distribution is considered, it
is highly probable that a great fraction of the subscriptions will have common terms among the
most frequent ones, hence, many subscriptions are expected to share common prefixes. This
however, does not apply when an anti-correlated distribution is considered. Despite the fact
that the anti-correlated case is also skewed, the probability that two subscriptions share the
same prefix is low. This is due to the fact that skewness concerns mainly lower ranked terms.
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(a) Empirical subscription vocabualry distribution

(b) Uniform subscription vocabulary distribution

Figure 4.2: Vocabulary distribution impact on Invered File (IF) of the Simple Count index:
|S| = 500, 000 , |VS | = 10, 000 , |Si |AV G = 4
The total number of posting list nodes that the Count based index would require, regarding
the same workload, would be: 2, 000, 000 (|Si |AV G ∗ |S|) nodes. In the worst case (uniform
distribution) the Trie occupies 1, 500, 000 nodes. If we consider the memory requirements in
terms of the total number of nodes both indices require, a gain for the Trie would exist if and
only if:
|trieN ode|
< 4/3
|postingListN ode|
However, for the implementations considered, such a relation does not hold. Recall that, a
node in the Simple Trie contains an integer type, a reference to a standard java Linked List for
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Figure 4.3: Vocabulary distribution impact on number of Trie nodes: |S| = 500, 000 , |VS | =
10, 000 , |Si |AV G = 4
storing subscriptions and a reference to a HashMap for storing child nodes. Clearly this is much
greater than a single Linked List node.
Trie - Term Occurences
Next, we capture the distribution of the number of Trie nodes for the three term frequency distributions in subscriptions. As Figure 4.4 depicts, when the empirical distribution is considered,
the number of Trie terms rapidly increases, peaks and then decreases along with term rank. The
peak in the first part of the plot is explained by the fact that the occurance of a term of the
Trie exponentially increases for high ranked terms. Recall that by construction, it is allowed for
low ranked terms to exist many times in the Trie. However, due to the empirical distribution,
not many subscriptions containing such terms exist.
As Figure 4.5 illustrates, when a uniform distribution is considered, the number of times
a term appears in the Trie monotonically increases as the ranks of the terms decrease. The
frequency of the terms of the Trie corresponding to lower ranks is roughly bounded by 200.
The interesting finding here, is that this upper bound for the Trie, is in accordance to the size
of postings lists of the count based index as illustrated in Figure 4.2(b). When considering
lower ranked terms, we can say that in a way the Trie index degenerates to the Inverted File
with respect to the number of nodes both cases require per term (subscription posting nodes
versus Trie nodes). The reason why this effect appears only in lower ranked terms is once again
explained by the sharing of common prefixes. To better demonstrate consider the following
example. Suppose two subscriptions S1 = {t10000 , t9999 } S2 = {t10000 , t9998 } are indexed by
the Trie. Despite sharing a common subset ({t10000 }), since {t10000 } is not a prefix, 4 terms
would exist in the Trie (terms t10000 ,t9998 , and t9999 would exist 2, 1 and 1 times respectively).
Observe that the count based approach would require the same number subscription postings
when indexing S1 and S2 . This effect does not apply however to higher ranked terms, since
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Figure 4.4: Term occurences per rank (empirical vocabulary distribution): |S| = 500, 000 ,
|VS | = 10, 000 , |Si |AV G = 4

there is a higher probability for prefix sharing. In example, suppose two subscriptions sharing
term t100 . Since uniform sampling is applied, there is a great probability that all other terms
of both subscriptions, succeed term t100 (t100 would be a prefix). Hence, term t100 , as a prefix,
would exist only once within the Trie.

Figure 4.5: Term occurences per rank (uniform vocabulary distribution): |S| = 500, 000 , |VS | =
10, 000 , |Si |AV G = 4
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Finally, Figure 4.6 illustrates the corresponding Trie nodes when the anti-correlated distribution is considered in subscriptions. Once again, we can observe that the Trie index degenerates
to the inverted file with regard to the number nodes assigned to same term but this time for
terms with low ranks.

Figure 4.6: Term occurences per rank (anti-correlated vocabulary distribution): |S| = 500, 000
, |VS | = 10, 000 , |Si |AV G = 4

Trie - Morphology
In this experiment we investigate the impact of the different subscription term distributions
to the out-degree of the Trie nodes as well as the number of subscriptions assigned to them.
Tables 4.2 and 4.3 illustrate our experimental findings.
As Table 4.2 illustrates that the vast majority of nodes in the three vocabulary distributions
have up to three children. The percentage of leaf nodes (nodes with no out-degree equal to 0)
for the empirical case is equal to 41%. For the uniform and anti-correlated case the total number
of leaves is equal to 499, 040 (or 33.2%) and 466, 215 or (32.1%) respectively. In turn, the total
number of internal nodes with a single child is equal to 617, 964 (or 56.1%), 991, 362 (or 66.1%),
and 946, 767 (or 65.2%) for the empirical, uniform, and anti-correlated distribution respectively.
Observe that both the anti-correlated and uniform distributions behave in a similar manner
with regard to the number of nodes containing a single child (out-degree equal to 1). When
the anti-correlated and uniform case is considered, we do not anticipate many subscriptions to
share a common prefix. Hence, the Trie would contain many single paths, which implies a great
number of nodes containing only a unique child. The node with the highest number of children
in all three cases is the root.
Table 4.3 presents the corresponding distribution of subscriptions over the nodes of the Trie.
Two are the most significant findings. First, over 50% of the total number of nodes are not
featuring any subscription for the three vocabulary distributions. More specifically, when the
empirical case is considered a total of 649,305 nodes (i.e., 59%) of the Trie index are un-occupied.
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Table 4.2: Out-degree distribution of nodes for Simple Trie index: |S| = 500, 000 , |V| = 10, 000,
|Si |AV G = 4
Out Degree

empirical

uniform

anti-correlated

0
1
2-3
4-7
8 - 15
16 - 31
32 - 63
64 - 127
128 - 255
256 - 511
512 - 1,023
1,024 - 2,047
2,048 - 4,095
8,192 - 16,384

454,837
617,964
37,854
11,710
4,740
2,207
1,132
626
294
118
67
15
1
0

499,040
991,362
5,062
1,034
1,269
1,522
1,700
1,795
1,209
0
0
0
0
1

466,215
946,767
24,875
1,313
926
1,055
1,083
1,400
1,370
0
0
0
0
1

The uniform and anti-correlated case, ’waste’ 1,004,123 (i.e., 66.9%) and 963,006 (i.e., 66.4%)
nodes respectively. Secondly, the anti-correlated case ’borrows’ characteristics from both the
uniform and empirical distribution. In terms of un-occupied nodes both the uniform and anticorrelated distribution behave in a similar manner. The total number of nodes that do not
contain any subscription are in both cases close to 1,000,000. However, when considering the
distribution of subscriptions for nodes with at least one subscription, the ant-correlated case
behaves in a similar way to the empirical case. In both cases approximately 472,000 nodes have
only a unique subscription.
Table 4.3: Distribution of subscriptions over the nodes of the Simple Trie: |S| = 500, 000 ,
|V| = 10, 000, |Si |AV G = 4
Number of Subscriptions

empirical

uniform

anti-correlated

0
1
2-3
4-7
8 - 15
16 - 31
32 - 63

649,305
472,787
7,904
1,269
240
59
1

1,004,123
499,764
107
0
0
0
0

963,066
472,356
8,011
1,247
267
55
3

The awkward behavior exhibited by the anti-correlated case can be explained as follows.
Recall that the anti-coorelated distribution is the exact inverse of the empirical one. Hence,
the number of subscriptions, containing exactly the same terms is both distributions is the
same. Their only differance lies in the fact that skewines is exhibited in the emprical for high
ranked terms (versus low ranked for the anti-correlated case). For this reason no factorization
oppurtunities are exhibited in the anti-correlated case, and thus the number of nodes without
subscriptions is close to the uniform case.
The above experimental findings have motivated the compact versions of the two indices as
presented in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.2.2.
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4.1.2

Full Scale Evaluation

Next, we investigate the performance of the optimized indexes with regard to all three different
distributions under a full scale evaluation. Work load parameters for this specific experiment
were fixed to:
• |S| = 10, 000, 000
• |VS | = 800, 000
• |Ik |AV G = empirical
Count based index
As Table 4.4 illustrates, for the Count based index, both the empirical and anti-correlated case
exhibit the same structural characteristics. Maximum hash table utilization is achieved when
subscription vocabulary distribution is uniform (100% versus ≈ 73% for empirical and anticorrelated). This can be explained as follows. Within current implementation, the size of the
hash table is initialized and remains fixed to |VS |/2 (400,000 in our case). When applying a uniform sampling scheme upon |VS |, given the large number of subscriptions, it is expected for the
generated subscription set to cover a great (or whole in this case) part of the vocabulary. If this
is the case then, the total number of terms found within the actual generated set of subscriptions
is > |VS |/2. Hence, an entry exists for every hash table bucket (maximum capacity).
Table 4.4: Compact Count index characteristics when varying vocabulary distribution

Total Hash Table Entries
Total Term Nodes
Average Collision List Size
Total Subscription List Nodes
Total Empty Slots
Average Empty Slots

empirical

anti-correlated

uniform

292,457
345,299
1.18
1,308,676
7,155,958
20.72

292,480
345,650
1.182
1,308,965
7,166,796
20.73

400,000
800,000
2.00
1,501,159
11,965,682
19.02

As Figure 4.7(a) depicts, both the empirical and anti-correlated behave the same, with regard
to the total number of memory they require (≈ 210M B). This is in accordance to the structural
findings illustrated in Table 4.4. Interestingly, the memory requirements for the count based
index when the uniform distribution is considered, exceeds by 20% the other two cases. This
is due to implementation, and results from the fact that we consider a compact array list data
structure for storing subscription postings. According to the results of Table 4.4, when the
uniform case is considered, the count based index requires 192,483 (or 14.7%) more posting list
nodes than the other two cases. In addition, the index contains in total 4,809,697 (or ≈ 67.1%)
more empty slots.
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(a) Memory requirements

(b) Build time requirements

(c) Matching time requirements

Figure 4.7: Vocabulary distribution impact on Compact Count based index: |S| = 10, 000, 000
, |VS | = 800, 000 , |Ik |AV G = empirical
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According to Figure 4.7(b), the time required to index a subscriptions when the uniform
case is considered is greater than the other two cases, but the difference is not significant. As
expected, for all three distributions the required time is independent to the number of currently
indexed subscriptions. Finally, as Figure 4.7(a) illustrates, both the uniform and anti-correlated
case achieve approximately the same matching performance. The best performance is achieved
when both subscriptions and items follow the uniform distribution (≈ 33% gain when compared
to empirical and anti-correlated distribution). When considering an uniform sampling scheme
for subscriptions, it is anticipated for subscriptions to be evenly distributed over the vocabulary.
This even partitioning of the subscription search space, results to fewer subscription posting
traversals when compared to the other two distribution cases. Recall, that both items and
subscriptions follow the same distribution. The news item throughput rate for the worst case is
equal to 33 items/sec.
Trie index
As illustrated in Table 4.5, which depicts the findings for the Trie index, the total nodes occupied by the empirical, uniform and anti-correlated distribution case is equal to 7,419,246 ,
7,397,159 and 8,635,334 respectively. Interestingly, the variation in all three cases is less than
16% ( anti-correlated and empirical only vary by 0.3%). This contradistincts the findings of
our previous experiment depict in Figure 4.4, where a maximum variation of 33% was observed.
This behaviour results from the fact that, as opposed to the previous experiment where the
simple trie was considered, the Trie evaluated in this experiment, considers path compression.
Many nodes corresponding to single paths, are represented in the compressed Trie as a single
compact node. This is also verified by the results obtained. As Table 4.5 illustrates the anticorrelated and uniform case occupy 14.78% and 11.97% more compact nodes than the empirical
case. Clearly, the impact of the distribution on the total number of nodes is confiscated by path
compression.
Table 4.5: Compact Trie characteristics when varying vocabulary distribution

Total Nodes
Total paths(leafs)
Average path length
Internal nodes percentage
Leaf nodes percentage
Total compact nodes
Average compact node size1

empirical

anti-correlated

uniform

7,419,246
6,587,124
3.456
11.22%
88.78%
2,707,485 (36.49%)
2.687

7,397,159
6,791,385
3.064
8.19%
91.81%
3,792,186 (51.27%)
2.90

8,635,334
7,914,044
2.990
8.35%
91.65%
4,184,549 (48.46%)
2.845

The results obtained for the memory requirements of the Trie index are illustrated in Figure
4.8(a). As we can see, the empirical case performs the best space wise as it requires approximately 625MB. Interestingly, the anti-correlated case and uniform perform quite well. The
uniform case needs 16% more memory than the empirical case; when an anti-correlated distribution is considered the memory requirements for the index slightly increase about roughly 4%.
The results are in accordance to the structural findings showed in Table 4.5. In addition, as
illustrated in Figure 4.8(b), the time required to index a subscription, is as expected, independent to subscription vocabulary distribution and the number of subscriptions currently indexed.
This verifies our analytical model devised in earlier chapters.
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(a) Memory requirements

(b) Build time requirements

(c) Matching time requirements

Figure 4.8: Vocabulary distribution impact on Compact Trie: |S| = 10, 000, 000 , |VS | = 800, 000
, |Ik |AV G = empirical
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The matching performance for all three distribution cases is illustrated in Figure 4.8(c). Surprisingly, when both subscriptions and items follow the empirical case, the achieved performance
is 10 times greater than the anti-correlated (and uniform) case. This can be explained as follows.
As opposed to the anti-correlated (and uniform) vocabulary distribution case, when an empirical
distribution is considered, it is expected for many subscriptions to share a common prefix. The
Trie index would therefore contain more internal nodes that are in addition not compact. Hence,
when matching, the algorithm would need to recursively visit more Trie nodes. This does not
hold for the other two cases though, since in order for the matching algorithm to proceed to a
particular compact node, all of the terms of that node must also be present in the item being
matched. Therefore, in total, fewer nodes will be visited. Also observe that the matching is
sub-linear in the number of subscriptions. This is more obvious for anti-correlated and uniform
case. In the worst case, the Trie index achieves a throughput rate of 500 items/sec.
Vocabulary Distribution impact on Matching
In this SubSection we study the impact of the term frequency distribution to the number of
operations needed for matching. More specifically, for the count based index we measured the
times a counter decrement is performed; for the Trie index we captured the number of nodes
visited. The workload parameters for this experiment were fixed to:
• |S| = 10, 000, 000
• |VS | = 800, 000
• |Si |AV G = empirical
• |Ik |AV G = empirical
To obtain the credibility of our measurements, matching performance was averaged over a
set of 10,000 different items generated according to the workload parameters described above.
Table 4.6 depicts the results.
Table 4.6: Matching Operations of Trie and Count-based Indices
Subscription Term Dist
empirical
anti-correlated
uniform

Item Term Dist
empirical
uniform
anti-correlated
uniform
empirical
anti-correlated
uniform

# Operations
Inverted File
Trie
215,620.17
544.12
210,106.34
544.64
591.67
576.82
559.62

260.99
3.28
211.56
5.39
19.46
17.78
18.31

The worst case performance for the inverted file is exhibited when both the items and subscriptions follow the same distribution. The total amount of operations required is on average
215,620.17 or approximately 396.7 times more operations than in the case when both subscriptions and items follow the empirical/uniform distribution. Recall that, the size of a posting list
in the Inverted File (IF) is proportional to the frequency of its corresponding term. If both
items and subscriptions follow the same skewed distribution then, the number of subscription
postings examined (which is equal to the number of the performed counter decrements) will be
large. Observe that the Trie index requires significantly less operations upon matching, when
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compared to the IF. In the worst case, where subscription and item terms follow the empirical
distribution, the matching algorithm of the Trie index requires on average to examine 260.99
nodes. The Trie outperforms the inverted file index in all cases considered.

4.2

Impact of the Subscription Size

In this SubSection, we study the impact of the subscription size on the two indexes. We consider
four subscription size cases: |Si |AV G ∈ {3, 6, 9, 12}. Other workload parameters are fixed and
set to:
• |S| = 10, 000, 000
• |VS | = 800, 000
• Subscription term distribution: empirical
• Item term distribution: empirical
• |Ik |AV G = empirical
As predicted by our analytical cost model of the Count-based index the number of nodes
in subscription postings increase along with the size of subscriptions. In Table 4.7 we can see
that a fourfold increase in subscription size, results to a 2.5 times increase in the number of
posting nodes of the Inverted File. Furthermore, larger subscriptions imply a greater covering
of the vocabulary VS . According to Table 4.7, the total number Hash table entries (i.e., terms)
increase along with |Si |AV G . We can observe that the average number of empty slots of the
custom array based list data structure we employed for implementing subscription postings is
independent to the subscription size. As depicted in Figure 4.9(a), the memory requirements of
IF, when |Si |AV G = 12 are 750MB. A fourfold increase in the size of subscriptions results to a 1.9
(450MB) times increase in memory. This kind of behavior verifies the structural characteristics
of the IF presented in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7: Compact Count index characteristics for varying Subscription Sizes

Total Hash Table Entries
Total Term Nodes
Average Collision List Size
Total Subscription List Nodes
Total Empty Slots
Average Empty Slots

|Si |AVG = 3

|Si |AVG = 6

|Si |AVG = 9

|Si |AVG = 12

307,370
371,651
1.209
1,507,916
7,697,900
20.71

363,287
496,922
1.368
2,806,711
10,169,275
20.46

383,922
575,226
1.498
4,064,412
11,610,300
20.18

392,692
629,374
1.603
5,300,799
12,519,975
19.89

As we can se in Table 4.8 increasing the size of subscriptions does not significantly affect
the total number of nodes that the Trie needs to construct (less than 3% variation). This
behavior can be explained as follows. Given the large size of the vocabulary it is quite rare that
subscriptions will share many common terms. This effect become even more intense as the size
of subscriptions also increases and it is reflected to the Trie structure by the increasing number
of compact nodes that may exist (i.e., nodes compressing paths with a unique child). Hence,
increasing the size of subscriptions does not imply the creation of a large amount of nodes but
to compact nodes assigned to more terms. Returning to Table 4.8 when |Si |AV G = 3 the total
number of compact nodes is equal to 27.33%; when |Si |AV G = 6, then the total number of
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compact dramatically increases to 88.91%. In addition, we can observe that when |Si |AV G > 3,
every subscription is stored in a different leaf node (recall that |S| = 10, 000, 000); this means
that no identical subscriptions exist. This is yet another indication that larger subscription sizes
result only to larger compact nodes.
Table 4.8: Compact Trie Characteristics for Varying Subscription Sizes

Total Nodes
Total paths(leafs)
Average path length
Internal nodes percentage
Leaf nodes percentage
Total compact nodes
Average compact node size

|Si |AVG = 3

|Si |AVG = 6

|Si |AVG = 9

|Si |AVG = 12

11,247,416
9,972,546
3.691
11.33%
88.67%
3,073,859
(27.33%)
2.001

11,247,290
10,000,000
4.081
11.09%
88.91%
10,000,398
(88.91%)
3.917

11,507,983
10,000,000
4.387
13.10%
86.90%
10,001,269
(85.91%)
6.611

11,652,566
10,000,000
4.641
14.18%
85.82%
10,002,386
(85.84%)
9.356

As we can see in Figure 4.9(a), the memory requirements for the Trie index when considering
|Si |AV G = 12 is equal to 1250MB (66% greater than the count based index). A fourfold increase
in subscription size results to a 56.25% increase in memory. As depicted in Figure 4.9(a), for
subscription sizes greater than six, we observe a linear memory increase. This stems from the fact
that, for subscription sizes greater than six and large vocabularies (in this experiment |V|AV G ),
each individual subscription is stored a different leaf node.
Finally, as we can see in Figure 4.9(b), with regard to matching time, the Trie outperforms
the Count index by an order of magnitude. Recall that according to the analytical cost of
Equation 2.9, the matching time for the Count-based index increases linearly with respect to
the subscription size. Quite surprisingly this linear correlation is also observed for the Trie
index and can be explained as follows. The Trie matching time depends to the number of nodes
actually traversed by the matching algorithm. For subscription sizes greater than 6 that we
observed a linear memory increase, matching time also increases linearly.
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(a) Build memory of Compact Trie and Compact Count index

(b) Matching ime of Compact Trie and Compact Count index

Figure 4.9: Subscription Size impact on Compact Trie and Compact Count indexes: |S| =
10, 000, 000 , subscription vocabulary distribution: empirical, item vocabulary distribution: empirical , |Ik | = empirical, |VS | = 800, 000
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4.3

Impact of the Vocabulary Size

In this SubSection, we are interested in studying the effect on the two indices of an increasing
vocabulary size. We consider three distinct values, VS = 10, 000, VS = 100, 000 and VS =
800, 000 upon which synthetic data generation will be applied. Other work load parameters are
fixed and set to:
• |S| = 10, 000, 000
• Subscription term distribution: empirical
• Item term distribution: uniform
• |Ik |AV G = empirical
• |Si |AV G = empirical
As we can see from Table 4.9, Hash table utilization decreases as vocabulary size2 increases.
In addition, the number of empty slots assigned to the last element of the subscription posting
set of each term, also increase. This can be explained as follows. Bigger vocabulary sizes
results to a sparser distribution of subscriptions over the terms of the vocabulary. As a result,
a larger number of entries are created in the Hash table which in turn implies more posting set
elements with empty slots. As expected, we do not observe any significant variation in the size
of subscription posting sets. Table 4.10 illustrates the corresponding behavior of the Trie index.
As we have seen in Section 2.3, the Trie optimizes the space requirements by factorizing common
prefixes and assigning them to common paths. Obviously, the number of common prefixes that
subscriptions would share is reversely proportional to the size of the vocabulary. This justifies
the increase of the total number of Trie nodes illustrated in Table 4.10, as well as, the increase
in the total number of compact nodes.
Table 4.9: Compact Count index characteristics for varying Vocabulary Size

Total Hash Table Entries
Total Term Nodes
Average Collision List Size
Total Subscription List Nodes
Total Empty Slots
Average Empty Slots

|VS | = 10, 000

|VS | = 100, 000

|VS | = 800, 000

5,000
10,000
2.00
1,026,909
109,187
10.92

49,904
90,248
1.808
1,091,189
1,716,793
19.02

292,457
345,299
1.18
1,308,676
7,155,958
20.72

As depicted in Figure 4.10(a), the Count index clearly requires four times less memory than
the Trie. As expected, the memory required by the IF increases linearly with respect to the
size of the vocabulary3 . Increased vocabulary sizes also affect the memory requirements of the
Trie. More precisely, an eightfold increase of the vocabulary results to a 75MB( 50%) and
350MB( 93%) increase for the IF and Trie respectively. It should be stressed that compared to
the effect of increasing subscription sizes (see Figure 4.9) the impact of vocabulary size in the
IF is significantly smaller (50% versus 190%).
Figures 4.10(b) and 4.10(c) depict respectively how matching time of Count and Trie vary
with respect to the vocabulary size. In both indices, increased vocabulary sizes results to a
2

Unless otherwise specified, we will use the phrase ’vocabulary size’ to refer to the size of the ’universal’
vocabulary upon which generation is applied
3
Please note that in Figure 4.10(a) it does not appear to be linear because the ’x’ axis is not in normal scale
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Table 4.10: Compact Trie characteristics for varying Vocabulary Size

Total Nodes
Total paths(leafs)
Average path length
Internal nodes percentage
Leaf nodes percentage
Total compact nodes
Average compact node size

|VS | = 10, 000

|VS | = 100, 000

|VS | = 800, 000

2,970,398
2,553,389
4.788
14.04%
85.96%
645,138 (21.72%)
2.457

5,399,669
4,754,301
3.979
11.95%
88.05%
1,653,656 (30.63%)
2.601

7,419,246
6,587,124
3.465
11.22%
88.78%
2,707,485 (36.49%)
2.687

decreasing time for matching an incoming news item against the set of indexed subscriptions
(for the Count index see Equation 2.9). We can observe however that the decrease in matching
time for the Trie index becomes more important. Trie matching performance improves as bigger
vocabulary sizes implies a sparser distribution of subscriptions to the vocabulary terms. At this
point recall that, both index structures partition the set of subscriptions according to the terms
they contain; the IF considers a flat partitioning scheme while the Trie a hierarchal one. Hence,
the matching performance of the Trie benefits from bigger vocabularies since a fine-grained
search space is actually explored.
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(a) Memory Requirements of Compact Trie and Compact Count

(b) Compact Count index - Matching

(c) Compact Trie index - Matching

Figure 4.10: Vocabulary size impact: |S| = 10, 000, 000 , Subscription term distribution: empirical , Item term distribution: uniform , |Ik |AV G = empirical , |Si |AV G = empirical
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4.4

Impact of the News Item Size

In this SubSection, we study the effect of varying the size of incoming news items. We consider
the following set of values for |Ik |AV G ∈ {5, 10, 20, 50} and capture matching performance in
each case. All other workload parameters are set to:
• |S| = 10, 000, 000
• |VS | = 800, 000
• Subscription term distribution: empirical
• Item term distribution: empirical
• |Si |AV G = empirical
Figure 4.11(a) illustrates the results for the Count based index. According to the complexities
presented in Table 2.3, the matching time of Count index increases linearly with respect to the
size of news items. Recall, that for every term within the matching item, the inverted set of
subscription postings is obtained and traversed. Greater item sizes, result to more subscription
list traversal. As we can see in Figure 4.11(a), a tenfold increase in the subscription size leads
to a 68% increase in the time required for matching. However, this effect because more intense
in the Trie. As we can see in Figure 4.11(b), the time required to match an incoming news
item against 10,000,000 indexed subscriptions increases exponentially along with its size. This
exponential increase can be explained as follows: the time spent when matching for the Trie
index is proportional to the number of nodes the algorithm traverse. The algorithm traverse
a total number of paths, equal to all possible subsets of the terms of the item which are also
present in the indexed subscriptions. Hence, larger item sizes imply on average to traverse more
paths in the Trie.
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(a) Compact Count index

(b) Compact Trie index

Figure 4.11: Item size impact on Compact Trie and Compact Count indexes: |S| = 10, 000, 000
, |VS | = 800, 000 , Subscription term distribution: empirical, Item term distribution: empirical
, |Si |AV G = empirical
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4.5

Evaluation on Scalability

In this final experiment we evaluated the scalability of both indices. More specifically, we
incrementally indexed a total of 10, 000, 000 subscriptions. At each step, a batch of 500, 000
subscriptions were added to the index under evaluation. After loading each batch, we measured
the memory occupied by the indices, and the time required to match an individual news item.
Additionally, we captured the time required to index an individual subscription of a specific
batch (averaged over the set of subscriptions of each batch).
The workload paramters were set to:
• |S| = 10, 000, 000
• |VS | = 800, 000
• Subscription term distribution: empirical
• Item term distribution: empirical
• |Si |AV G = empirical
• |Ik |AV G = empirical
As Figure 4.12(a) illustrates, when indexing a total of 10, 000, 000 subscriptions the Count
and Trie index require approximately 215M B and 625M B respectively (the Count index outperforms the Trie by 1.9 times). As expected (see memory model in 2.8) the Count index exhibits
a linear behaviour with regard to the number of subscriptions indexed. Quite surprisingly, this
is also observed for the Trie. We would expect that as the number of subscriptions increase,
the Trie would occupy more nodes (representing the prefix relations of the set of indexed subscriptions), hence there would be a greater probability that indexing new subscriptions would
require less space as there is a greater probability that they would share common prefixes of
subscriptions already indexed in the Trie; i.e. in a best case scenario, indexing a subscription
Si , would result to only storing Si to an already existing node (this requires that there exists
a subscription Sj s.t. Sj  Si ). However, given the large vocabulary size, it is clear that even
when indexing a total of 10, 000, 000 subscriptions the anticipated saving due to prefix sharing
is not significant.
According to Figure 4.12(b), the time required to index an individual subscription for the
Count index is slightly less than that of the Trie. For both indices, the time required is independent to the number of subscriptions currently indexed. This is in accordance to the analytical
models (see 2.1 and 2.13 respectively) devised in previous chapters. Finally, as we can see in
Figures 4.12(c) and 4.12(d), the Trie outperforms the Count index by 2 orders of magnitude
(22MS versus 0.01MS) when matching. As opposed to the Trie, for which the matching time
appears to stabilize as the number of indexed subscriptions increase, the time required when
matching for the Count index increases linearly along with the number of indexed subscriptions.
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(a) Memory requirements of both indices

(b) Time required to index a subscription

(c) Matching time for Compact Count index

(d) Matching time Compact Trie index

Figure 4.12: Scalability characteristics of Compact Trie and Compact Count indices: |S| =
10, 000, 000 , |VS | = 800, 000 , Subscription term distribution: empirical, Item term distribution:
empirical, |Si |AV G = empirical, |Ik |AV G = empirical
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4.6

Summary on experimental results

The main conclusions drawn from our experiments regarding the impact of critical workload
parameters to the morphology of the two indices are:
Vocabulary Distribution: The number of subscription entries that need to be stored in the postings sets of the Count-based index is independent of the subscription vocabulary distribution. However, the actual distribution of the sizes of the various postings sets depends
heavily on the terms’ frequency distribution. As a matter of fact, more frequent terms will
be assigned to larger posting sets which in turn directly impacts matching time. On the
other hand, the total number of terms in the Trie is affected by the subscription vocabulary distribution with respect to the initial ranking considered. The most favoured case
for the Trie is when the subscription vocabulary distribution does not violate the initial
ranking considered for its construction. In this case, a great part of high ranked terms
would appear in the Trie structure (i.e., left deep tree). In the opposite, a large number
of low ranked terms would appear in the Trie (i.e., right width tree). Since prefix sharing
will not be activated many single paths would exist and the Trie essentially degenerates
to the inverted file. Although the occurrences of the terms depends on the underlying
relation between the vocbulary distribution and the ranking considered by the Trie, the
actual number of nodes does not vary significantly (empirical distribution requires ≈ 14%
more nodes), due to the path compression optimization employed for the Trie (uniform
and anti-correlated distribution occupy roughly 15% more compact nodes). The width and
height of the Trie is independent of the vocabulary distribution.
Subscription Size: The number of nodes in postings sets of the Count- based index increases
linearly along with the size of subscriptions. On the other hand, the size of subscriptions
impact the height of the Trie index: larger subscriptions imply deeper Trie structures. In
addition, the percentage of compact nodes gets almost stabilized after a certain subscription size (percentage of compact nodes stabilized at roughly 86% for |Si | > 6). This is
due to the fact that each separate subscription is actually stored in a different leaf node
and, thus, greater subscription sizes result to larger compact nodes i.e. factorizing more
terms. More precisely the size of compact nodes increases linearly with respect to the size
of subscriptions.
Vocabulary Size: The number of subscription entries in the postings sets of the Count- based
index is independent of the vocabulary size. On the other hand, the size of the vocabulary
impacts the width of the Trie index: bigger vocabularies imply broader Trie structures.
The ratio of leaves to internal nodes remains almost stable (< 3% variation) due to an
increase in the number of compact nodes (10% per scale of vocabulary size).
In this context, the main performance figures exhibited by the Trie and Count-based indices
are:
Memory Requirements: In all cases, the Count-based index outperforms the Trie memory wise.
In our experiments, their difference lies between almost of half more memory (for empirical
distribution of vocabulary terms and subscription sizes, |VS | = 10, 000) and of a double
memory (for empirical distribution of vocabulary terms and |Si | = 3,|VS | = 800, 000)
required by the Trie w.r.t. the Count-based in order to index 10,000,000 subscriptions. As
described in section 1.1.3 we expect in a realistic setting the vocabulary to be large (order
of 106 ) and average subscription sizes to fall between 2-3 terms (as in web queries) and
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4-5 terms (as in advertisement queries). Given that (a) the vocabulary impact is more
outstanding for the Trie when compared to the Count-based index (400M B increase versus
200M B increase for vocabulary size from |VS | = 10, 000 to |VS | = 800, 000), and (b) that
larger subscription sizes similarly impact both indices (500M B and 490M B increase in
memory for a four fold increase in subscription size for the Count and Trie respectively),
we anticipate that this realistic setting the Trie would require almost double memory than
Count-based. When we consider the empirical distribution for the size and vocabulary of
subscriptions, to index 10,000,00 subscriptions the Trie requires 1.99 times more memory
than the Count index (625M B versus 215M B).
Matching Time: In all cases, the Trie outperforms the Count index with respect to matching
time. In the best case (when the subscription vocabulary and size follow the empirical
distribution, news items vocabulary follows the uniform distribution and |VS | = 800, 000)
the time required for matching an incoming news item against a set of 10,000,000 indexed
subscriptions is 3 orders of magnitude greater than that of the Count index. Even in the
worst case (when the subscription/news item vocabulary follows the empirical distribution
and |Si | = 12, VS = 800, 000,) the matching time required by the Count-based index is
still 1 order of magnitude greater than that of the Trie index. In a realistic setting with
characteristics similar the workload previously described and in addition with an empirical
news items size distribution the Trie outperforms by 1 order of magnitude (2ms versus
30ms) the Count index when matching a single news items against a set of 10,000,000
subscriptions.
Construction Time: The number of currently indexed subscriptions does not impact the build
time of both indices. In addition it is not affected by the vocabulary distribution in
subscriptions.
With respect to matching, the impact of the size of the news item is more outstanding
for the Trie as opposed to the Count-based index (2 orders of magnitude versus 68% increase
for a 10 fold increase of |Ik |). As predicted by the cost models of Chapter 2 (see Table 2.3
and Equation 2.21), the Count and Trie index exhibit a linear and exponential dependency,
in the size of the news item being matched, correspondingly. However, even in the worst case
(|Ik | = 50), which is close to the anticipated workload of a realistic setting, the Trie outperforms
the Count-based index by an order of magnitude.
The memory and matching requirements for the Count based index w.r.t the number of
indexed subscriptions increase linearly. For the Trie index, an increase in the number of subscriptions results to a linear increase in the memory required but a sub linear increase in the
time required for matching. Hence, both subscription indices address the matching problem in
a scalable manner.
As stated in Section 1.2, a Publish/Subscribe system should perform an on the fly news item
processing to alleviate the need for storing incoming news items. If we consider the throughput
rate as the number of news items the event processing system can process per second, then
the underlying subscription index must guarantee a throughput rate for news items greater
than their publishing rate. When subscription (and news item) size and vocabulary follow the
empirical distribution then the Trie index loaded with 10, 000, 000 subscriptions can guarantee
a throughput rate of ≈ 500 items/sec as opposed to the much smaller ≈ 34 items/sec of the
Count-based index at the expanse of 1.9 times more memory. Clearly, in a realistic setting (as
described in Section 1.1.3), the Trie as opposed to the Count index can easily guarantee on the
fly news item processing given (a) the high publishing rate (> 10/h) and burstyness (up to 215
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times the average publication rate) that the news feeds can exhibit, and (b) the large amount
of publishing sources
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Chapter 5

Related Work
Their has been much interest in event processing systems. In such systems, users submit long
lasting subscriptions which get evaluated over a stream of incoming events. Depending on target application domain, different workload characteristics may be applied. This disparity on
application requirements has lead to the development of a great number of event processing
systems with a great variety of expressiveness for subscriptions. Evidently, a trade off between
subscription language expressiveness and evaluation performance does exist. Figure 5.1 depicts a rough classification scheme based upon the expressiveness provided by such systems in
contradistinction to the number of subscriptions they can efficiently handle.

Figure 5.1: Event Processing systems
At the one end of the spectrum lie Publish/Subscribe systems. The goal of such systems
is to be able to handle a great number of subscriptions while simultaneously achieving a high
throughput rate for events. Hence, efficiency is attained at the expense of subscription language
expressiveness. The earliest publish subscribe systems where topic based. Example such systems
amongst others are Corona [36], and SCRIBE [38].
The notion of topics restricts the subscriber as he/she can only be notified about events
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belonging to a particular group. Content based publish subscribe on the other hand provides
a more fine grained subscription model. Such systems give the user additional flexibility on
what events will he/she be finally notified about since subscriptions are now targeted on event
content. Examples of such systems are GRYPHON [4], SIENA [12] and LeSubscribe [33].

At the other end of the spectrum lie Data Stream Management Systems (DSMS). A data
stream management system, as opposed to that of traditional data base management systems ,
is based upon the notion of real time data streams. A data stream is considered as a sequence
of objects. The order of the objects within that sequence could either be explicitly defined
by the source or implicitly be given by the DSMS itself in the form of an unique identifier.
Every object within the sequence consists of a set of attributes, in a similar manner to that
of tuples of a relational data base. However, as opposed to traditional DBMS where tuples
are persistently stored which permits data to be read more than once, the streaming nature
of DSMS introduces the constraint that objects within a particular stream can only be read
once. Queries submitted by users are long lasting(continuous), an analogy to subscriptions of
publish subscribe systems. The query languages that these specific types of systems provide are
based upon the notion of order and time and contain amongst others operators for selection,
join, aggregation, multiplexing and others. The form of the queries, reflects the underlying data
model (i.e. relational, object based, semi-structured, etc). An example of a relational based
query language used within the STREAM system is CQL [31]. Another example of a system
supporting continuous querying over streaming data is that of TelegraphCQ [13] system. Finally
the work of [3] proposes the BOREALIS prototype DSMS that queries data based on procedural
model. As opposed to Publish/Subscribe systems where only selection operations are applied
in the form of subscription predicates, DSMSs target application domains where complex data
stream querying is the need (i.e. stock quote analysis, sensor network monitoring etc). This
additional expressiveness however comes at the expense of scalability in terms of the number of
queries such systems can support.

Publish subscribe systems achieve high efficiency at the expense of subscription language
expressiveness. Data stream management systems on the other hand provide continuous query
languages at the expense of scalability. A great deal of work has been conducted recently to
bridge the gap among the two in the form of Complex Event Processing [9](CEP) systems. A
CEP system extends the functionality of typical publish subscribe systems while simultaneously
maintaining a high through put rate for events. CEP provides operations upon real time event
streams such as filtering, correlation, aggregation and event manipulation. In order to supply
more expressive subscriptions to that of traditional Publish/Subscribe systems the notion of time
and sequencing of events is introduced. As opposed to traditional Publish/Subscribe systems
where subscription evaluation is performed only over individual events, CEP systems handle
state full subscriptions which can span over multiple events (also referred to in the literature as
state full pub/sub). Given the fact that subscriptions maintain state, CEP systems can provide
complex operators such as union, aggregation, iteration, negation, etc. The CAYAGA system
which is based on finite state automate for evaluating events over a set of complex subscriptions
is proposed in the work of [15]. Another example which evaluates complex queries over a stream
of data generated from RFIDS is that of SASE [1].
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5.1
5.1.1

Content based Publish/Subscribe Systems
Publish/Subscribe systems with an attribute based event model

In the attribute based publish subscribe paradigm subscribers express their interest as boolean
predicates over the set of attribute value pairs employed to represent events. Depending on how
matching is applied there exist two major categories: count based algorithms and tree based
algorithms
An example of a count based approach for subscriptions adopting conjunctive predicate
semantics (featuring equality and inequality predicates), has been presented in [33] and relies on
a two phase matching scheme. In the first phase, the set of satisfied predicates is computed via
the use of a set of predicate indexes grouping in families predicates with the same attribute and
comparison operators. After selecting the set of satisfied predicates by the incoming event, the
set of corresponding subscriptions is obtained upon which counting is performed to decide the
set of subscriptions that fully match the event. A main drawback of the count based approach
is that subscriptions are systematically considered even when some of their predicates are not
satisfied.
For this reason [17] proposes a novel indexing scheme that limits the number of subscriptions that need to be evaluated in the two phase matching approach. Instead of counting the
returned set of matching subscriptions, a clustering strategy is employed for grouping subscriptions according to their size and common expressions of conjunctive predicates. In addition, the
proposed index structure benefits from the cache capabilities of modern processors. Authors devise cost based algorithms for computing the optimal clustering scheme given knowledge about
subscriptions and statistics of incoming events.
An example of a Tree based approach for subscriptions adopting conjunctive predicate semantics (featuring equality and inequality predicates), has been presented in [4]. Authors propose a
two phase matching scheme and assume a fixed total ordering amongst subscription predicates.
In the first phase (pre-processing) the algorithm creates a matching tree built over the subscription predicates based on the considered ordering. Each node is a test of some type and edges are
the results to that tests. Each lower level is a refinement of the of the tests performed in higher
level. Subscriptions are stored at leafs. When matching (second phase) a top down traversal
of the built tree is performed where paths corresponding to successful tests are followed. The
set of subscriptions assigned to the leafs the traversal concludes are reported as matched. In
the case where subscriptions consist of conjunctions of equality tests of attributes against values, [4] achieves matching time and space complexity that is sub-linear linear correspondingly
with respect to the number of subscriptions indexed.
The work of RAPIDMatch [24], which assumes an event model similar to [4], proposes a tree
based index that applies a two level partitioning on the set of indexed subscriptions exploiting
the fact that in real world applications many events have only a few ’relative’ attributes. When
evaluating, RAPIDMatch confines it’s subscription search space since due to the partitioning
applied it can quickly identify a small subset of relevant subscriptions. Finally, the work of [42]
presents a multidimensional indexing scheme. The specific work proposes a subscription space
dimension transformation that considers events as range queries and subscriptions as points.
These multidimensional range queries are evaluated with the use of a UB-Tree index.
A rather different approach to content based filtering that uses Binary Decision Diagrams
(BDDs) [10] is presented in the work of [11]. Within that specific approach each elementary
subscription predicate is assigned to a boolean variable. Such, subscriptions which combine one
or more elementary predicates correspond to boolean functions. Subscriptions are represented
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as BDDs and matching is performed via the use of BDD evaluation algorithms. The work of [11]
leverages the irrelevance property (although the total number of subscriptions is expected to be
large typically only a small fraction of the subscriptions will be interested in a specific attribute
value) for efficiently matching events. Additionally representing subscriptions as BDDs exploits
subscription predicate commonality between different subscriptions. As opposed to the work
of [4] and [17], the use of BDDs allows disjunctive subscription handling rather naturally.

5.1.2

Publish/Subscribe systems with term based event model

All of the work presented thus far supposes a content based subscription schema with a fixed
event model (usually small and with small attribute domains) which requires the number of
attributes to be defined before hand.
Few works on term based Publish/Subscribe systems have been published in the literature.
[37] presents the COBRA Publish/Subscribe system for RSS that crawls, filters, and aggregates
vast numbers of RSS feeds, delivering to each user a personalized feed based on their interests
expressed as term based subscriptions. The authors consider a distributed environment for
matching incoming RSS items against user issued subscriptions. We on the other hand consider
a centralized approach and focus on studying how several critical workload parameters influence
the bahaviour of both indexing scheme alternatives. The work of [45] conducts a study of several
indexing schemes used for the selective dissemination of text documents. The work considers a
setting where users submit relatively small user profiles (≈ 5 terms), stored in secodnary memory,
which get evaluated against incoming text documents (≈ 12, 000 terms). More specifically the
authors evaluate three different profile indexing schemes: (a) a count based approach as described
in section 2.2, (b) a key approach that uses the inverted file for storing a profile in only one
of the inverted sets of it’s terms (the selected term is called the key and each posting entry
contains the profile identifier, the length of the profile and the terms except the key) and (c)
a Trie approach as described in section 2.3. In accordance to our work the authors state that
Trie requires generally more space than the Count based approach, however, in contradiction
to our experimental findings, the authors found that the Trie method requires more time when
matching as the increased size in blocks leads to a higher number of I/O’s per document. As
opposed to their work where they considered intractable studying the analyticaly complexity
of the Trie index, we tried to bound the memory requirements of the Trie index based on the
statisitcal properties of the vocabulary. Moreover, we observed that the matching time is also
influenced by the size of the item. Finally, the authors did not study the impact of different
vocabulary distributions on the performance of the indexes. Another example that considers a
term based subscription scheme is presented in [22]. The authors consider the counting approach.
However, their primary focus in the work is on devising several query processing optimizations
for the count index and do not perform a comparative study on other subscription indexing
schemes (i.e. tree based). More specifically, [22] exploits term position information and term
frequencies for subscriptions and also considers a query clustering technique to further obtain
performance benefits.
Finally, in the work of [27], which is the closest to our work, the authors propose a novel
indexing scheme in the context of sponsored search. In such a setting advertisers express interest
to specific user queries in the form of bids. Whenever a new query is issued, the set of bids
that match the query in broad match terms (i.e. every term of the bid is also contained in
the query) are returned and displayed. To overcome the limitations of the count index when
considering skewed subscription term distributions (i.e. large subscription search space), the
authors propose a hash based index built over multi-term combinations of the bids that limits
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the search space to only a small fraction of candidate bids. More specifically, the authors use
a hash table to index the bids. The value of each entry is a pointer to a so called data node
that contains specfic information for the bid (i.e. bid identifier, actual phrase, metadata). In
a simple approach they consider indexing the set of terms in each bid (i.e. one data node for
every indexed bid). Processing a query requires retrieving entries of data nodes associated to
all subsets of the terms in the bid. Apparently, evaluating a query becomes inefficient for large
query sizes; the number of probes grows exponentially with query size. To address this specific
problem the authors consider a maximum size on the term combinations indexed and propose
a mapping scheme that reorganizes bids sharing the same subset of terms to the same data
nodes based on a memory access cost model. However, the work addresses the problem of long
queries only theoretically (since short queries are the norm) and experimentally evaluates only
the simple approach. Apparently, in the setting of web syndication where we expect news items
to be much larger than web queries (see section 1.1.3), we cannot apply this simple technique as
we would have perform a number of hash table probes equal to the powerset of the item being
matched.

5.1.3

Set-valued data indexes

As described in section 2.3, the Trie index requires a total ordering amongst the vocabulary of
subscriptions. A rising question is if this serialization for the terms of the vocabulary is actually
necessary. A generic indexing scheme for storing set-valued data, based on partial order is POI
[41]. In essence, POI is a DAG whose structure reflects the partial ordering of the stored data
with respect to the containment (subset/superset) relations that hold. Edges express superset
relations; the contents of a particular set stored at a node n is equal to the union of the sets
stored in all nodes from n to the top elements of the graph. As opposed to the Trie, POI does
not consider serialization and such preserves all of the subset relations that hold. Figure 5.2
illustrates an example built over S = {S1 , S2 , S3 }, where S1 = {t1 , t2 , t3 }, S2 = {t1 , t2 }, and
S3 = {t1 , t3 }.

Figure 5.2: POI index overview
Despite the fact that this specific index has been proposed for the compact storage of RDF
KB versions (where a RDF KB is a set of triplets, in essence a set of triplet identifiers), the
POI index could also be used for our specific problem. Recall that, given a family of sets S (i.e.
subscriptions) and an set Ik (i.e. an item) our goal is to find the sets of S which are subsets of
Ik . More specifically, if we index subscriptions using the POI data structure, then finding the
set {Si |Si ⊆ Ik } could be performed as follows: we can use the proposed insertion algorithm
of POI as if we wanted to index Ik ; the set of matched subscriptions would then correspond to
the parents of Ik . Inserting a subscription Si requires, (a) finding the direct parents of Si , (i.e.
direct subsets of Si ), (b) finding the direct children of Si (i.e. the direct supersets of Si ), and
(c) linking the new set in the graph. Matching an item Ik on the other requires only step (a)
since we are interested in finding the subscriptions that are subsets of Ik and not actually and
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not storing it. The authors propose two algorithms for efficiently inserting a set in POI

Figure 5.3: POI versus TRIE index
For a comparative discussion of both approaches let us first consider the example indices
of Figure 5.3 built over the set S = {S1 , S2 , S3 } of subscriptions where S1 = {t1 , t2 , t3 }, S2 =
{t2 , t3 }, and S3 = {t3 } (subscripts denote ordering). This specific subscription set exhibits two
properties: (a) a great deal of subset/superset relations exist, and (b) the ordering considered
violates the actual frequency based ordering of the terms (t3 appears the most times in S but
has the lowest rank). As we can see, this case favours the POI index memory wise. However,
if the ordering used for construction did not violate the ordering implied by the actual term
frequency distribution, then the two cases would behave similarly (right part of Figure 5.3).
Since POI does not require a predefined total ordering amongst the terms of the vocabulary, we
can say that it is more robust to vocabulary frequency distribution changes.
POI index performs well when there exists a lot of subset/superset relations amongst the
indexed set-valued data and in addition the common subset between them is large. In the
context of KB versioning where POI was proposed, this is often the case (versions are large
≈ 10, 000 and new versions are created by adding or deleting a small fraction of elements of
a previous version). However if this does not hold (i.e. many partial but not full covering
relations exist) then POI would not result to a significant gain. POI exhibits the worst case
when no containment relations amongst the stored data (i.e. subscriptions) hold. In such a
case, POI would become a flat graph and every individual subscription would be stored in a
different node. Memory requirements would be equal to the actual size of the subscriptions (no
gain), and matching would require examining each individual subscription (in the setting of web
syndication we anticipate S ≈ 106 ). Apparently, the worst case behaves equally poor to the
naive approach (describe in Subsection 2.1) both memory and time wise.
On the other hand, the TRIE index exhibits the worst case when the set of subscriptions do
not share any prefix. In such a case, as with POI, TRIE memory requirements would be equal
to the actual size of the subscriptions (no gain from prefix sharing). With respect to matching,
in a worst case TRIE would require to visit a number of nodes equal to all possible subsets up
to size |Si | of the item. In a realistic setting where |Ik |M AX = 50 and |Si |M AX = 4 this would be
equal to 251, 175, which is much better than the 106 set inclusion operations required by POI.
To better demonstrate the contradistinction consider Figure 5.4 which illustrates both structures built over the set of subscriptions of our motivating example of Table 2.1. As we can
see, for POI since not many containment relations exist (a) most of the subscriptions are stored
individually as is, and (b) in order to determine the set of matched subscriptions it is required to
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test almost all of them (naive case). In this context, a more appropriate solution could be to use
a semi-lattice representation of the partially ordered covering relations amongst the subscriptions. Since no serialization is applied, this specific approach is independent of the subscriptions’
vocabulary frequency distribution and such could result to more compact representations, when
compared to TRIE (i.e. when actual ordering violates the ordering used for TRIE construction).

Figure 5.4: POI versus TRIE index
A more extensive comparative and potentially experimental evaluation could be of particular
interest for future research. More specifically, it would be interesting to study the performance
of POI (memory and time wise) in the specific setting of web syndication, and to determine
under what circumstances each approach predominates.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions & Future Work
With the continuous growth of online information content syndication has become a popular
means for timely information delivery on the Web. However, RSS/Atom technologies as are
today, exhibit serious limitations for coping with information overload in the context of Web
2.0 while they imply a tight coupling between feed producers and consumers. In this work we
were interested in employing the Publish/Subscribe interaction model for the context of web
syndication in order to address both of the limitating factors outlined above. In particular,
we considered a Publish/Subscribe framework that enables users to express their interests as
keyword based queries which will be matched against incoming news items.
In this work we were interested in studying the behaviour of both count and tree based indices
for storing subscrpitions for critical parameters of realistic web syndication workloads. Towards,
that end, we presented the well studied Count based index, for key-word based subscriptions,
and devised an analytical model that takes into account the distribution of the subscription
terms. Based on the model, we showed that under a heavily skewed distribution the Count
index’s performance heavily degrades and advocated the use of a Trie-based index for storing
subscriptions. Additionally, we provided an upper bound for the Trie for both it’s memory and
matching time requirements. With an extensive set of experimental evaluations, we investigated
how several workload parameters impact both indices. We also conducted a thorough investigation on the impact of different subscription term distributions to both indices, a study not yet
performed to the best of our knowledge
With respect to the memory required, the Count index outperforms the Trie index in all cases.
The memory requirements of the Count index increase linearly when greater subscription and
the vocabulary sizes are considered. Interestingly, the impact of the former is of much greater
significance than that of the latter. The matching performance for the Count index heavily
depends on subscription/news item term distribution. Worst case performance is obtained when
both subscriptions and news items follow the same heavily skewed distribution.
The Trie has an excellent matching performance independent to the subscription, vocabulary
size and subscription/news item distribution. The matching performance of the Trie outperforms
by at least an order of magnitude the Count index in all cases. Despite the fact that it requires
more memory than the Count index, by employing path compaction the additional overhead in
contradistinction to the performance gain achieved can be considered neglectable. When the
actual subscription term distribution follows the distribution based upon which the ordering
amongst the terms is applied then the Trie achieves the best performance memory wise.
It is expected for users with same areas of interest to issue similar subscriptions. Given that
the Trie compactly stores subscriptions by storing only once shared prefixes, as a future work, we
will study how several degrees of similarity amongst the subscriptions impact the performance
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of the Trie in comparison to the Count based index. Moreover, we plan to study the problem
in a dynamic context where subscription term distributions change in time. Last but not least,
we plan to study the more general problem of matching for more complex data models such as
the semi-structured one.
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